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Introducing New LiftMaster Radio Controls
with Security+ 2.O Technology
Twice the range of traditional radio controls means less wait time for the gate

to open and more satisfied residents. Contact your local LiftMaster Dealer to

learn more.
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mobile devices,
is the tool you need to
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1.803.669.0871 Renthlanager.com

Rent Managef is a registered trademark of London Computer Systems, Inc.
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ELIZABETH (BETH)
MACHEN. CPM.
PRESIDENTØIREM.ORG)
REM 2013 PRESIDENT.
IS ALSO PRESIDENT
OF THE CHARLOTTE.
N.C.-BASED MACHEN
ADVISORY GROUP. INC..
WITH RESPONSIBILITY
FOR OVERSEEING THE
FIRM'S PORTFOLIO OF
OFFICE. RETAIL, MIXED -
USE. SHOWROOM AND
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
IN THE CAROLINAS.

OI11II[1iI]P1?1iI i]iIlI

Jhe very first "Editorial" writ-
ten by the original President
of IREM, was entitled, "Sell-
ing Ourse1ves" Referenc-
ing the conjured image of a

property manager as simply an "old
bicycle -riding rent collector:' How-
ard E. Haynie sought to reimagine
and revise the public's perception
of "the size and importance of the
enterprises entrusted to Property
Managers'

Today, we are tasked with the
same challenge: Oftentimes, we
are called upon to be a one-man
(or woman) juggling juggernaut-
tasked with knowledge of finance,
business, communication, social

intelligence, diplomacy, and the list
goes on-yet still, the public doesn't
often recognize or acknowledge the
people "behind the curtain" who
make the buildings hum like well-

oiled machines.
This issue of JPM confronts the

various ways in which property
managers must present themselves:
Whether to tenants and media in
"the Aftermath of Workplace Vio-
lence" (p.28); Through our virtual
face, via vigilant "Website Mainte-
nance" (p.54); and even when and
where to draw the line between
business and personal relationships
when deciding whether to give out
our cell phone numbers to tenants
(Face -Off, p. 9).

As we celebrate 80 years of prop-
erty management excellence, not
much in terms of our ethics, values
and best practices has changed-al-
though the price of an annual sub-
scription was $5.00 (we can always
count on inflation!)-a testament to
the enduring qualities of IREM and
its members.

In the words of IREM 1934 Pres-
ident Haynie: "Few other pursuits
call for such rounded and well pro-
portioned abilities; no other voca-
tion requires more basic knowledge,
diplomacy and business sense" I
couldn't have said it better myself!

June, 1934, Journal of Real Es-
tate Management (1PM) "Selling

Ourselves." Vol. 1 No. 1 Howard E.
Haynie, President.

irem.orgljpm I iPin I 5
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CHEERS TO SEARS
REPURPOSI NG
VACANT SPACE

Jmpacted negatively by the prolifera-
tion of big box discount stores and e -
commerce, struggling Sears Holdings

I

Inc., plans to convert old Sears and K -
mart bricks -and -mortar stores into data
storage centers, disaster recovery space
and wireless towers in attempt to cre-

ate

revenue stream. It has created a unit
called Ubiquity Critical Environments to
help market the multitude of vacant stores

within its 25 -million -square -foot real es-
tate portfolio touting 3,200 properties mi-

tially to data center tenants. The first con-
version is taking place at a Sears building
on the South side of Chicago that closed
in June. The 127,000 -square -foot building
could produce $7 to $10 million annually
in rent. .

INVESTMENT TEMPERATURE HIGH
FOR MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDINGS
I 4.1 I LLI L.L..L I I I ii iii i ii ii I I I I I ii is I is us Ii tIii lilullIllI iii liii Iii isiti II

An aging population along with
the reasonably predictable level of
healthcare services demand is mak-
ing medical office properties-for-
merly an "alternative" property
type-extremely desirable, accord-
ing to the Jones Lang LaSalle report
Record Year for MOB Investment as

Portfolio Sales Volume Jumps, re-
leased in May.

Sales of medical office build-
ing (MOB) portfolios exceeded $2

billion in 2012, more than dou-
bling the previous sales record set
in 2007, according to a company
news release. MOB portfolio sales
are easily expected to reach that
same height by the end of 2013.

The Urban Land Institute predicts

6
I

jpm Sep.Oct 2013

demand for MOBs will increase
by nearly 20 percent by 2016, with
more than 64 million square feet
of additional space needed over
the next 10 years, according to the
Jones Lang LaSalle news release.

"Aided by exciting advances
in medical technology, the shift
from inpatient facilities to MOBs
and outpatient clinics of all types
is continuing at breakneck speed:'
said Mindy Berman, Managing
Director for Jones Lang LaSalle's
Healthcare Capital Markets prac-
tice, in the news release. "There
will always be a need for critical
care in a hospital, but the new di-
rection means outpatient services
are the new normal:'

AA

THE URBAN
LAND
INSTITUTE

PREDICTS
DEMAND
FOR MEDICAL
OFFICE

BUI LDINGS

WILL

INCREASE BY

NEARLY 20

PERCENT BY
2016.
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GREENER

Waigreens announced in March plans to build
what the company believes will be the na-

tion's first net zero energy retail store in Evanston,
Ill., according to a company news release. Engineers
predict the building will produce energy equal to or
greater than it consumes. Walgreens plans to gen-
erate electricity and reduce its usage by more than
40 percent through several technologies in the store
including:

 More than 800 rooftop solar panels
 Two wind turbines
 Geothermal energy obtained by drilling 550 -feet

into the ground below the store, where tempera-
tures are more constant and can be tapped to heat
or cool the store in winter and summer

 LED lighting and daylight harvesting
 Carbon dioxide refrigerant for heating, cooling

and refrigeration equipment
 Energy efficient building materials

Waigreens will attempt to achieve LEED Platinum
status for the building, which is the most stringent
green designation by the U. S. Green Building Coun-
cil. It also plans to enter the store into the Interna-
tional Living Future Institute's Living Building Chal-
lenge. The store will be Walgreens second showcase
project in the Department of Energy Better Build-
ings Challenge.

SOUNDBITES

"In three words I can sum up
everything I've learned about
life: it goes on."

-ROBLH FROST

"If you tell the truth, you don't
have to remember anything."
-MARK TWAIN

"If you want to know what a
man's like, take a good look at
how he treats his inferiors, not
his equals."

"To be yourself in a world that
is constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest
accomplishment."

"A woman is like a tea bag; you
never know how strong it is until
it's in hot water."

-ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

"I love deadlines. I love the
whooshing noise they make as
they go by."

-DOUGLAS ADAMS

"Love all, trust a few, do wrong
to none."

irem.org/jpm I jpm 7
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WHERE SMALL
BUSINESSES

WORK
CardHub released a study in June that sought to iden-
tify the cities that are the most and least friendly to

employees of small companies using 10 different metrics-
ranging from net small business job growth and industry
variety to hours worked and average wages for new hires.
It aspired to evaluate the state of small business in the 30
largest metropolitan areas in the United States. It then
ranked the cities based on their overall attractiveness for
job seekers. The top five cities supporting ideal small busi-
ness work environments included Denver, Boston, Min-
neapolis, Seattle and San Francisco. The bottom five cities
promoting small business work environments include San
Diego, Philadelphia, Sacramento, Riverside and Detroit.

Just over half of employ-
ers (56 percent) are us-
ing social media tools to
communicate and build
community with em-

ployees, according to a news release
highlighting results from the 2013
Towers Watson Change and Com-
munication ROl Survey. Among
those employers using social media

Which social

media is

technology, there is little consensus
as to which ones are most effective.

When asked howThey would rate
the effectiveness of social media
tools, only 30 percent to 40 percent
of respondents rated most of the
tools as highly effective. And only
four in 10 (40 percent) rated the use
of social media technology as cost
effective.

The most popular tools employ-
ers are using include instant mes-
saging (73 percent), streaming au-
dio or video (61 percent), HR or
other function journal or blog (55
percent), enhanced online employ-
ee profiles (54 percent), social net-
works (53 percent), employee jour-
nals or blogs (52 percent) and SMS
messaging (51 percent).
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face-off / Iuzz_
ONE QUESTION, TWO IREM MEMBERS

GIVING OUT YOUR PERSONAL CELL PHONE NUMBER TO TENANTS:
DO YOU THINK IT'S A GOOD IDEA OR CAN IT BACKFIRE? WHERE DO YOU DRAW THE LINE
BETWEEN BUSINESS AND PERSONAL?

STEVEN REA, CPM STEVEN K. EASTON, CPM EMERITUS,
VICE PRESIDENT, ADMINISTRATION OWNER, EASTON REALTY
ROSCOE PROPERTIES, INC. SARASOTA, FLA.
AUSTIN, TEXAS.

yes
The core principle that shapes every decision I make
when running a community is customer service. I ask
myself each day if I am doing everything in my power
to ensure my residents are receiving an exceptional liv-
ing experience at my community. My commitment to
exceptional service led me to start sharing my personal
cell phone contact information with my residents.

Initially I only provided my cell phone information
to residents in times of crisis. Then I started providing
it when dealing with major maintenance issues so they
would have the ability to let me know immediately if the
problem returned or got worse. The majority of the time
I would never hear from residents; however, they always
expressed how much they appreciated having the ability
to contact me directly if necessary. Due to the positive
feedback I started to receive, I began sharing my num-
ber with all of my residents.

Like many people who have taken this step or have
considered it, initially I was very concerned about the
frequency, timing and volume of phone calls I would be
receiving from residents. Over time, my concerns were
addressed in two ways:

1. The majority of residents are very considerate and
mindful of my time and do not call at inappropriate
hours of the day.

2. Voicemail is a wonderful thing. I have a choice about
when and where I answer my phone, and voicemail
captures the rest.

The benefits I have found from sharing my cell
phone number with my residents have significantly out-
weighed the occasional phone call I receive at 9:00 p.m.
When residents call me, I am able to address their con-
cerns immediately.

Sharing my number has also positively affected the
NOl of my communities. When negotiating a lease re-
newal, my level of customer service has allowed me to
maintain a high percentage of renewals while signifi-
cantly increasing rents. As renters are faced with more
choices on where to live or where to work, the best way
to set your building or community apart is exceptional
customer service. Providing my cell phone number to
residents is one way I've been able successfully provide
great service to my residents.

tf(

As a general rule I do not believe in giving out my per-
sonal cell phone number to tenants. We live in an age
where everyone expects an instant response. I have had
calls from tenants with an "emergency"-a burned-out
light bulb-on a Sunday afternoon. When asked when
this occurred, they say a couple of days ago. If your of-
fice is set up for emergency call service then your per-
sonal cell phone should remain just that. If someone is
"on call" then they should be provided with a cell phone
that can be used for just that purpose and be given to the
on -call employee.

When you provide your cell number to a tenant, they
get the impression that you are available whenever they
want to reach you. I treat my cell phone as a convenience
to me, not the caller. It took a long time to realize I don't
have to answer the phone simply because it is ringing.

When property managers are provided a cell phone
by their employer, I have often heard they feel obligated
to answer whenever the office or a tenant calls. Is this
not an invasion of personal off time?

In conclusion, I do not believe that your cell phone
number should be provided to anyone that you do not
wish to have it. The decision should be yours. .

"When you
provide your
CELL NUMBER
to a tenant,

that YOU ARE

they get the
impression C

WHENEVER

AVAILABLE

THEY WANTTO /
REACH YOU."

no
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 DOWNLOAD ME

ZITE 0

Want to keep up with content
but don't have the time to sort
through all of it? A personalized
magazine that learns what you
like and gets smarter with each
use, Zite handles the dirty work of
curating the content you want-
from real estate news, housing,
home improvement, finance, so-
cial media-any topic you're curi-
ous about, and lets you share ar-
ticles you like, give them thumbs
up or thumbs down and choose to
receive more from certain sources
or block others.

SCAN PAGES 0

Scan Pages converts your iPhone
into a mobile scanner by convert-
ing captured images into PDF
documents. By organizing and
cleaning your mobile images us-
ing an advanced image processing
technology, it allows you to com-
bine them in a PDF file and store
in GoogleDocs, Evernote, Drop -
box or share via e-mail.

S FAsrMcTs

I/

0 ERRANDS

_________________ Errands is a task manager app
that is crafted with a blend of- basic and advanced features
that allow you to create your

i

own custom folders, checklists
I

and task images. This app also
provides alerts to send you re-
minders with customizable
sounds or repeat options. With

________________ full support for iCloud Sync,
this app is the perfect assistant
to help you get through the day.

-0 MAGICFLAN
No need to draw or move
around furniture: MagicPlan-
downloaded by more than one
million people-measures your
rooms and draws your floor
plan by simply taking pictures
of rooms, exporting them into
PDF, JPG and DXF formats, so
you can posts images or publish
interactive floor plans.

President WARREN G. HARDING
once lost all of the White House A CUCUMBER

More CHINA in a poker game. consists of 96
SIBERIAN percent water.
TIGERS

zoos than ___in the wild.
!,M*

On average, a man
-

spends about five
months of his life

SHAVING.

If you had $1 BILLION . THE INDENTATION in the

and spent $1,000 per day, middle of the area between
it would take you 2,749 the nose and the upper lip
YEARS to spend it alt. is called the PHILTRUM.
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$3.25; 7,

S8 E/H

$4.66; 13;

S8 Fam

Highest and Lowest Total Alt Expenses (TAE):
Federally Assisted Apartments

[Listed by median, sample size and subsidy I

U Highest TAE;  Lowest TAE

REGION X

$4.08; 28; Reoions 1 & 2
S8 E/H

$8.27; 17;

REGION VIII_ REGION I S8 Fam

? -"/ Regions 1 & 2
$11.25; 9;

REGION
S8 E/H

REGION III

Region 3
.1 $8.36; 7;

S8 E/H
ONIV

Minimum sample of 5

The above data is for Garden Section 8 Elderly/Handicapped (S8 E/H) and Section 8 Family
properties (S8 Fain).

Sections 202, 221(d)3 and 236 data is also available.
Data from the 20/3 lIE Fedcrally Assisted Apartrneits books.

.1.

IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS . _____
AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT 1/
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCQMEEXPENSE. E
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Human Interaction-Making Connectionj
In the last Green Scene article, I encouraged
property teams to get to know tenants and
residents better by interacting more with
them. Reconnecting as humans will help us
address problems with creativity and collabo-
ration. I'd like to build on that by further en-
couraging you to foster additional interaction
among your residents and tenants.

As IREM Members and real estate profes-
sionals, are we doing things that become cata-
lysts for enhanced interaction among tenants?
At offices where employees spend 8-10 hours
a day, that is significant time and a big part of
their life. We may not be Match.com-that's
not our charge-but we should be aware of the
importance of human connections in adding
value and enriching the social aspect of our
tenants' and residents' lives.

Creating Connection
Imagine: New employees arrive at your retail
center. Is there a way for them to get to know
about the other tenants and their employees?
Do people know what others do there? We
could provide ways that help connect them
not only in the business they do, but also in
their everyday, non -working lives.

Create a building -wide or property -wide
intranet that fosters connections. Offer ways
for connecting people who live near each oth-
er so they can carpool. For example, you could
provide a way for people to submit their gen-
eral locations, post a Google map with that
information and let property teams match
potential carpoolers. Naturally, the building
intranet would also serve as a platform for in -

....:L ....0LI UUULII1 pi U}.ICI L7 lII1LId.LIVS VVILII IIIC U4I UI

greater tenant satisfaction and retention.

Fostering Sustainability
You could form a sustainability committee
made up of tenants who help make decisions
and express concerns about energy use, cost
savings and comfort. You could have competi-

tions to spur the competitive (energy -saving)
spirit. The committee could set waste -reduc-
tion goals or begin initiatives for turning off
lights at lunch. It could engage tenants to en-
ter the National Building Competition for en-
ergy reduction.

Building Community
In any type of property, you could celebrate
milestones. Hold an ice cream social and rec-
ognize tenants who have been there 5, 10 or 20
years. Create and promote events that connect
people by informing tenants of nearby com-
munity events, concerts, sporting events or
even small businesses, such as yoga studios and
restaurants, that are offering promotions. Pro-
mote and arrange carpooling to a local base-
ball game after work in the summer and fall.

Sharing the Wealth
In a retail property, you could encourage ten-
ants to share information about their favorite
contractors for support services-such as in-
terior improvements or lighting contractors.
As the property manager, it's easy to help them
pool these types and other services with one
vendor. This has the potential to have vendors
offer better quality services with more con-
sistency, and for less money. At a multifamily
property, for example, this might be arranged
for a dog walking service.

People come and go from our properties all
the time. As IREM Members, we can enhance
human connectivity and be the catalysts to be
more involved in meaningful ways. We are
the upper -echelon of property management,
so let's go beyond leasing, rent collection, al-
locations, handling problems and business
planning. Better connecting our people will
substantially enhance your tenants' experi-
ence-but more importantly, improving the
quality of their connections will increase your
property's humanistic and asset value. It takes
a village to raise a value.
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The more HOME SWEET HOME" residents feel in their
apartment or condo, the more likely they are to stay. For owners
of multifamily buildings, longer tenancies can translate into
significant improvements to your bottom line because vacancy
related costs such as recruiting new tenants, cleaning and
preparing units, and losing rental income can be dramatically
reduced. Energy efficiency improvements benefit existing and
prospective tenants, too, by providing them with a more
comfortable, affordable, and pleasant living space.

To find out how to make your multifamily property
"HOME SWEET HOME" for new and existing tenants, call
1-800-594-7277. Please be sure to mention code JPM
when you call.

National Grid provides generous financial incentives and rebates
toward the cost of certain energy efficiency improvements:

energy -efficient lighting upgrades and controls

 occupancy sensors
 hot-water saving measures

and pipe wrap

 programmable thermostats

 insulation and air sealing

low -flow showerheads, aerators,

 high -efficiency heating, water heating and cooling equipment
upgrades and controls

 ENERGY STAR® -qualified refrigerators

 other energy improvements determined on a site -specific basis.

This program is available to property owners or managers of an apartment or condominium complex located in Massachusetts containing 5 or more units per complex that has active National Grid
residential gas and/or electric accounts. Measures are analyzed for eligibility on a project -by -project basis. Offer is subject to change or cancellation without notice. Some restrictions may apply.
Savings and energy efficiency experiences may vary. ©2013 National Grid.
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GETTING TO ES
How to Make Your Pitch Perfect

,_ \erusing the New York Times one
) Sunday morning, I mused for a mo-

'I ment about an ad for a Knife Coach
(for those short on cooking abilities), a Life
Coach (just in case you're missing life skills)
and a Wantologist (to help you figure out what
you want). Who knew? It's true: you can mar-
ket just about anything-including your com-
pany's management services-if you've got
the perfect pitch. What's yours?

Consider this: You're getting ready to pitch
a prospective client. You just know your mar-
keting strategy will have a positive impact.
You've written your proposal, created the best
team and highlighted how your products or
services will benefit your potential customer.
Reviewing your proposal just one last time,
you know there's something else you should
do, but you can't put a finger on it. What on
earth is it? Before you can ink that deal, here
are a few tactics to make your next proposal
pitch -perfect.

TIE[INrE. AB:OUT THE

When I work with clients on new proposals,
I like to encourage them to leave room for
what I call the "A ha" factor. Think about
these questions the next time you're preparing
a new pitch: What will make your prospective
customer sit up and take notice? Can you show
them how your work will help them retain their
existing business, or win new business? And
most importantly, What does your future cus-
tomer stand to lose f they don't hire you? This
is the "a -ha" part of your proposal.

THINK ABOUT WHAT
YOUR CLINTS DON'T
HAVE:
When it comes to marketing a property; we're
used to looking at the market to find out
where the gaps are in the marketplace, and
what types of tenants and residents will help
us add value for our owners. Now is the time
to go through the same process on your own
clients to see what services, products or abili-
ties they don't have. Do you have the ability
to turn their short-term leasing, tenant or em-
ployee problem into a long-term solution? Or
better yet, perhaps you're equipped to provide
a service they haven't realized they need. If
you're not sure about this one, just see my ref-
erence to the Wantologist, above.

SEOW, DON'T TELL:
The next time you're walking into a meeting
to offer a pitch to a prospective client, con-
sider "show" not "tell" It's easy enough to pull
out company brochures, charts showing your
management history and bios galore. When
I worked directly for ownership, I found that
what I really wanted to know boiled down to
three things: 1) Had the management compa-
ny successfully managed similar properties?
2) Once I knew they had, I wanted to see the
person who would be managing and leasing
my property. 3) Finally, I wanted to hear how
they planned to make my building successful.

Here's the truth: Experts say we have about
90 seconds to convince someone to do some-
thing-tops. If you want to be pitch -perfect
in your next proposal, think about how you'll
use your 90 seconds.
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f you've ever been to one of cult -favorite fast-food chain, In -N -Out Burg- the very idea of designing, organiz-
er's locations, you know what I mean. This privately -held company had it all: ing and just plain doing the succes-
a passionately loyal customer base, astronomical growth, top-notch quality sion planning can seem daunting
and service and a dynamic young chief executive, Rich Snyder. Until, that and overwhelming for many of us.

is, Snyder died unexpectedly in a plane crash at the age of 41, throwing the In fact, AMA Enterprise's recent
chain into a different sort of limelight. Customers asked, Who would take over survey showed that only 34 percent

the helm? Fortunately for In -N -Out, Snyder's carefully crafted management of companies say their senior man -
team and systems seamlessly weathered its succession -planning dilemma. agement team is genuinely commit -

What will you do if that stellar new senior manager you recently aced ted to putting succession planning
from your biggest competitor just as suddenly departs? It's a fact: in today's in action.

constantly changing business climate, the need for leadership bench strength If you've been putting it off,

and a solid succession plan is no longer optional, it's critical, there's no time like the present to
When strategic leaders depart, or worse yet, pass away, companies that are rethink your approach. Get ready to

prepared with a leadership continuity plan are the most likely to succeed. It roll as I share sure-fire tactics that

should be easy, right? Not so fast. We know our companies need talented, ca- you can use now to build a blueprint
pable leaders in the pipeline in order for our organizations to be sustainable, for your company's succession plan,
But in my experience working with corporate clients and non-profit boards, and its future business sustainability.

RETHINKING YOUR

PROCESS MAY BE

JUST WHAT THE

DOCTOR ORDERED...

...AND

SOMETIMES

YOUR

EMPLOYEES

HAVE THE

BEST IDEAS.
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 WHAT IS SUCCESSION PLANNING, ANYWAY?
Simply put, succession planning is the process of actively identifying Good succession planning en -

future leaders to fill key roles within the organization. Think of it as sures both the sustainability of our
eating your leafy green veggies: often we delay the process or don't do business and the ability to retain the

it at all, even though we know it's good for us. In fact, just 17 percent of talent we worked so hard to get. It's
companies report having a plan in place to handle a sudden loss of key senior a fact: if you want to keep top -tier
executives. What's important here? Experts agree that employers have gotten talent and increase your customers'
comfortable the past few years, believing our employees will stay put. Our confidence in your company, now's
competitors are more actively recruiting the best people, and employees are the time to give some thought to
ready to look at new opportunities, your company's leadership pipeline.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, 60 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO COME UP WITH
SOME GREAT IDEAS FOR YOUR COMPANY'S SUCCESSION PLANNING."

ASSESS YOUR BENCH

STRENGTH

You've heard it before: having the
right people in the right place do-
ing the right thing is a critical ele-
ment in any company's ability to
grow and be successful. The best
advice here, experts say, is to make
your succession planning process
intentional by first assessing what
you've got.

"The best way to start is by taking
a look at what your business needs
will be in the future:' said Jay Scher-
er, Managing Partner for global
management and human resources
consulting firm BPI group. "Some-
times, we craft roles around the
people we have, creating a situation
where it's impossible to fill that role
if a manager leaves the company or
retires. Roles need to be designed
for our business going forward and
effective succession planning starts
to drive a discussion of the struc-
ture of the company."

Equally important is your ability to gain buy -in from key executives. John
Combs, CPM and CEO of Orange County -based RiverRock Real Estate
Group, AMO, explained his approach to retaining top talent: "Happy em-
ployees generate better service for our clients. It comes down to having the
right people in the right place and to being able to articulate your company's
vision to them. Our team has to buy into our culture and our process, and
embrace it."

IMPLEMENT A DEVELOPMENT PLAN

It doesn't happen by accident. If you want to cultivate great leadership for
your company's future, it takes a great development plan. And if you're hir-
ing more millennials these days, outlining a career path is a must. While
sensitivity to the success selection process is understandable, AMA Enter-
prise found that nearly half of our companies were "not at all" transparent
about their succession planning process, effectively leaving employees, well,
in the dark.

"In any company:' Scherer added, "leadership development and training
have to go hand -in -hand if you want to ensure leadership continuity and
business sustainability. For example, if you're in an entrepreneurial company
where several senior people may be retiring in the near future, determining
who is ready for the next step and how you can accelerate their development
becomes crucial."

RiverRock's Combs offered a slightly different way to include rising leaders.
'At our quarterly strategic planning meetings with senior managers, we

have begun bringing in junior people to give them a taste of what we do. We
actively look at who we think will move up in our leadership pipeline."
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TAKE SOME ADVICE

Here's the news: good succession
planning can directly lead to keep-
ing business.

"Sometimes customers begin to
worry about what will happen to
the company if something happens
to you," Scherer said. "Having a
great plan in place both reduces risk
in your clients' minds, and increas-
es their confidence in the company:'

In fact, rethinking your process
may be just what the doctor or-

dered, and sometimes your em-
ployees have the best ideas. At Riv-
erRock, a senior manager holds a
quarterly company -wide call. Not
so unusual, you say?

Steve Core, CPM, RiverRock's
President, explained that their se-
cret is that everyone has a chance to
voice their opinion.

"The call is an open-ended fo-
rum which is conducted indepen-
dently-without the CEO, Presi-

LET YOUR BRAIN DO THE WORK

Believe it or not, 60 minutes is all you need to come up with some great ideas
for your company's succession planning. At your next managers' meeting,
try a brainstorming session. It's a great way to facilitate meaningful, strategic
discussion with your group on a sometimes -tough topic. When I do this for
my clients, I'll recommend a longer SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportu-
nities, threats) session, but this is good when you have a limited time frame.

HERE ARE SEVEN QUESTIONS TO GET YOU STARTED

WITH SUCCESSION PLANNING:

V WHAT do you want your company to look like in three years?
Do you want your company, and your talent, to be recognized as
an industry leader?

V WHAT is your GBU? Take a close look at the Good, the Bad,
even the Ugly about your company to determine the top three
issues your company faces. Try this in lieu of a longer SWOT
analysis.

V WHO can help you solve these things? How can we better target
our efforts?

V HOW can you use the experience available in your company?

V WHAT can you do to make the company more attractive to
young professionals?

V HOW does your leadership in the company impact the
organization?

V WHAT'S your elevator pitch? Can you provide a snapshot of
what the company does in 30 seconds?

dent or Human Resources-so that
people are encouraged to contrib-
ute. Employees can, and do, dis-
cuss anything: training, benefits or
processes, for example. Our senior
manager comes back to our execu-
tive team with raw data, and the in-
formation is anonymous. We then
determine what the action items are
and when we can implement them.
Results are relayed to employees on

the next call:'

As you can see, it would be easy
to branch out into other questions
from the ones above. For an effec-
tive, on -point brainstorming ses-
sion, take the time to strategize
your session in advance.

"It's true, that the best sustainable
succession plans require a balance
between the organizations' needs
and the individual needs' said
Scherer. So go for it. Follow these
key succession planning strategies
and you'll build a true blueprint for
success. .

SHANNON ALTER. CPM,
(SHANNONALTERCON-
SULTINGGROUP.COM) IS
PRESIDENT OF ALTER
CONSULTING GROUP IN
SANTA ANA. CALIF.
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THE NEW IREM.ORG:

NOW AVAILABLE
ON A SCREEN NEAR YOU

Fea turing:

 An all -new, dynamic Resources section featuring
essential information and industry news

 A robust new search function, so you can find
exactly what you're looking for in a single click

 A convenient new layout to get you where you
need to go quickly

 Member profile and course transcript information
at your fingertips

 Hundreds of tools to help you do your job better
right now, all in one place

THE ASI GROUP
Your Single

Source Solution

Accessories
Superior design
and the most
extensive range
of products in
the industry -
hallmarks of
our washroom
accessories.

Partiti oiis
Stainless steel.
solid plastic,
powder coated
steel, phenolic,
color-thru
phenolic and
plastic laminate
partitions.

Lockers
The best -
engineered
lockers and
shelving in
the industry.

Your single source solution for
Washroom Accessories,Toilet
Partitions, Lockers and other
storage products worldwide.
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SERVICE vs. LITIGATION: A Slippery Slope?

You want to please your customers by OFFERING SUPERB SERVICE.

You want to serve your employees by COMMUNICATING WITH CARE.
You want to protect yourself from litigation by LIMITING EXPOSURE.

Are these desires in conflict?

Unless you keep an actuary in your of-
fice, the scientific calculations used to
measure the risks of certain actions

are not clear. There are kudos to gain for giv-

ing a customer something extra, but is there
a risk? Might a lawsuit come to pass if you do
something a little special for one employee
and not another? Risk versus reward: A deci-
sion real estate managers face continuously.

Paralysis in the Face of

Litigation

First, there was "Watergate," then "Weiner -
gate:' and for me, the infamous "Dollygate."
And I'm not talking Parton.

While working with a client to improve
customer service with its tenants, I gave an ex-
ample of saying yes to a new tenant's request
to borrow a dolly for moving. There was an
audible gasp from the participants and all eyes
widened. Upon inquiry, I discovered the firm
had a policy against loaning a dolly for fear of
it being used, the ensuing damage and a re-
sulting lawsuit. It was the buzz for the rest of
the morning. Later that afternoon, a director
joined us and I asked, "Why is this policy?"
Ultimately, he wanted to know why, too, and
instantly removed the policy. He would not let
the fear of litigation paralyze their efforts to
serve the customer.

Fear of litigation can constrict personnel
from effective decision -making and taking
action, and may cost money with the loss of
potential revenues. Do you have a Dollygate
that needs attention at your firm?

No Regret, No Remorse, No

"I'm Sorry"

A problem occurs and the customer wants
answers, solutions and-oh, yes-an apology.

An employee, with whom you have worked
to improve performance, has not been able to
change, thus employment must be terminat-
ed, and your heart goes out to her. But you've
been counseled to never utter the phrase, "I'm
sorry:' over concern that doing so admits
guilt. Thus we must "deny and defend." Is that
service? Is that caring communication? Does
the omission of the phrase truly lessen the risk
of litigation?

Hospitals have those fears, too, yet they are
changing practices to incorporate apologies.
Over the years, studies have shown the results
are positive: Doctors' apologies for a medical
mistake have the potential to reduce settle-
ment payments and shorten court proceed-
ings, or even ward off lawsuits entirely. There
are even healthcare apology laws in 36 states
and the District of Columbia.

Be aware, "I'm sorry for what happened"
is not full disclosure, and personnel must be
trained in the nuances of apologies. In ad-
dition, customers and employees feeling

wronged want to know you've compassion
for their feelings and that a resolution will be
found.

The choice of service versus litigation is
rarely clear and often includes the potential
for risk. Access the slope and smartly chose
the side best for you.
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and the District of Columbia.

Be aware, "I'm sorry for what happened"
is not full disclosure, and personnel must be
trained in the nuances of apologies. In ad-
dition, customers and employees feeling

wronged want to know you've compassion
for their feelings and that a resolution will be
found.

The choice of service versus litigation is
rarely clear and often includes the potential
for risk. Access the slope and smartly chose
the side best for you.
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lINDA JACKSON,
CPM. RPA, (LIN-
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TO GIVE OR NOT TO GIVE?
Vendors and contractors from alt venues providing services to property managers and their portfolios may ask

that question of themselves. But, is that realty the question IREM Members would Like to ask? The question real
estate professionals might want to ask of vendors may be a bit more targeted. And perhaps that question may
more appropriately be asked in two parts: Why do vendors give gifts and what do vendors expect in return?

But let's not get ahead of ourselves here. Let's lay some groundwork first.

100 percent of the many vendors I checked
with while doing research for this article in-
dicate they do give gifts to directors of prop-
erty management, asset managers, property
managers, assistants, engineers and others in-
volved in the business of managing real estate.
Though I would never reveal sources, I will
mention that I checked with several vendors
in each of the following service provider cat-
egories: janitorial, porter/maintenance servic-
es, parking lot sweeping and repair, construc-
tion, tenant finish, landscaping, mechanical,
elevator, lighting, roofing, security and catas-
trophe clean up.

The answers to each question were equally
divided. The same number answered No as
answered Yes to both of those questions.

And when I delved a bit deeper into that
area, more than half of the respondents would
not give a gift to a person if they currently had
a bid/proposal out to that person. That same
majority stated that it might be perceived as a
bribe and felt it was definitely an inappropri-
ate action during an active bidding process.
And, interestingly enough, the vast majority
also did not give gifts after they had just re-
ceived a contract or a new job.

GIVING AND RECEIVING
So why do vendors give gifts, and what do
vendors expect in return?

Every single respondent indicated, quite
simply: "to say thanks and to strengthen our
relationship:'

62 percent of respondents answered that
they expected "nothing in return, " while the
remaining percentage hoped for "continued
business."

Only 36 percent of those asked have a
specific budget set aside each year for the
purpose of giving gifts-which typically in-
clude candy, tickets to sporting events, golf
clubs, golf trips or trips of another type,
wine or other liquor, food treats for the of-
fice to share, lunches/dinners, and various
types of gift cards such as Starbucks-
and of those people, their annual budget
is about $1,500. The remaining 64 percent
who have no specific budget set aside,
spend an average of $5,000 per year.

The overwhelming majority of service
providers give gifts primarily during the
holidays. But, this all still leaves two very
important areas to be covered:

1Do vendors give gifts to people for
whom they would like to work, but
haven't yet?
Do vendors give gifts to people they
are actively pursuing?

Vendors know well that your business is
earned and kept only if the services and prod-
ucts provided to you and your properties are
of the highest quality and workmanship, with
quick response times, excellent communica-
tion and follow up, and all at a competitive
price.

I would be remiss if I didn't add here that
almost 100 percent of vendors queried were
not aware of any IREM standards that might
prohibit those holding designations from re-
ceiving gifts. It is up to the individual IREM
Member to respond in accordance with the
Code of Ethics. And so it ends.

To give or not to give? Know this: vendors
do and will continue to give gifts. After all is
said and done and gifts are long forgotten,
great service is what may be most important
after all. .
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Income/Expense Analysis Reports
Help You Generate Revenue
 Demonstrate your value to owners and investors, backed by

cold, hard data

 Optimize your operating budget by trimming waste and
solving inefficiencies

 Defend that your decisions are based on indisputable facts
and analysis

 Dominate the competition with data breakdowns you can't find
anywhere else

 Benchmark and forecast your property's income and expenses
with data that's thoroughly cleansed by a team of experts

Income/Expense Analysis' Reports
are available in three formats:

1. Softcover Books

2. Downloadable PDF/Excel eBooks
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An organization's greatest asset is not found on its balance sheet, it is found in the offices and estab-
lishments that serve its customers. From front office to back office, middle to upper management, and

right on up to the executive level, the ability to effectively assess and address the needs and wants of

customers and clients alike has a direct impact on ROl. Actually, it is the ROl. With customer service
of a different kind occurring at each level of an operation, the titles or roLes might change, but the suc-

cessful approach to people does not. Running into more than your share of problems? The solution is

simple: put your people first.

So often we calculate and evaluate the return
a particular investment or improvement will

generate, but we overlook this same calcula-
tion when it comes to the return on people.
When we have an occupancy issue at a prop-
erty, we evaluate our marketing, our rates,
our competition, but it is equally impor-
tant to evaluate the performance of the
personnel in place. While it is easy to
rely on our past interactions with a par-
ticular staff member or employee, we are
not doing our customers or clients any fa-
vors by overlooking performance issues.
Coaching employees on how to improve their
skill -sets can go a long way, not just for per-
formance, but for morale as well. Employees
who are consistently going above and beyond
should also be recognized. Recognition is
not all monetary either. Sometimes, a sincere
thank you can make all the difference.

jJ
Having the wrong person in place can result
in complaints, budget nightmares, liability,
lawsuits and a host of other headaches and
pains. Unfortunately, there is no Tylenol for
an employer's woes. An employer is usually

forced to bite the bullet and proceed with ter-
mination or other unfortunate action. With
today's litigious business climate, it is not Un-

With
appi
appi
and
busi
throi

common for such personnel actions to result
in lawsuits that cost an employer time and
money. Here again, we realize the importance
of meeting with and counseling employees
on their conduct and on their performance
during the course of their employment. Mak-
ing suggestions and recommendations where
possible and making adjustments or correc-

tions when necessary
out the can help circumvent the

'opriate vision or courthouse.
-oach to staffing Fiscal success is the
operations, a
ness is just going end result of effective

ugh the motions. leadership and excep-
tional customer service.

'ihe correlation between leadership at the ex-
ecutive level and service on the front line is
significant. Without the appropriate vision or
approach to staffing and operations, a business
is just going through the motions. Understand
the impact of interaction and correspondence
at the executive level as it translates through
the chain of command. A positive executive
exchange will result in an empowered staff of
service and sales professionals. Take time to
develop, recognize and inspire your staff and
watch the transformation take place. Not only
will you find a tighter bond and improved mo-
rale among your employees, you will receive
a quantifiable financial return when it comes
to occupancy and renewals as well. Never un-
derestimate the impact of the front line on the

bottom line.
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We'd like to give you something
you can use: our experience.
For nearly twenty years, Union Bank has provided real estate management companies

with customized treasury management solutions. Our team of Relationship Managers

specializes in a wide range of properties and areas of expertise including:

Commercial & Industrial Community & Timeshare Association Management

Retail & Mixed Use Real Estate Investment & Asset Managers

Multi -family Hotel Management

To put our real estate treasury management expertise to work for you,
visit unionbank.com or call us today.

Relationship Managers: Industry Manager:

National
Greg Melidonian, SVP, 213-236-4008

Andrea White, 213-236-7087

California, Washington, Oregon
Monica Ng. 213-236-7470

unionbank.com/realestatetreasury

©2013 Union Bank, NA. All rights reserved. Member FDIc.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

LICENSING REPORT

Read about the latest findings from IREMs Property
Management Licensing Study Committee, including:

Individual State Findings

 Observed Deficiencies in
Existing Laws

 Suggested Property Management
Licensing Language

Learn more at www.irem.org
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[J TAKING STOCK OF THE j
SITUATION

When you realize your property is under siege, the first
thoughts that come to mind are: Who is hurt-tenants,
visitors, staff? Where have they been taken? If the injured
parties include employees of your company, you might
even be thinking about details such as notification to
your workers compensation carrier and the employees'
next of kin. Depending upon the situation, that infor-
mation may not be readily available. Unless someone
from your organization was at the scene and can ac-
curately report on the situation, the initial information
you receive could be hearsay from tenants or even news
reports of the incident-they may not be the most ac-
curate accounts. The first few hours after an incident are
very fluid and changing.

T] CRIME CAN HAPPEN
ANYTIME,ANYWHERE

I

In a multi -tenant office environment, the typical build-
ing is "open for business" during regular business hours.
Generally, these types of buildings have some form of
restricted access during non -business hours, but, by
design, they are open to the public during the normal
workday. Unless the building is occupied by a state or
federal government user, there is generally not armed
security or restricted access during regular business
hours. Some large high-rise buildings do have security
guards, but in many cases these guards are not armed
and do not monitor or screen access. So even in proper-
ties with security, crimes can and do happen.

Workplace violence takes many forms. Some acts are
performed by random criminals who have no connec-
tion to the workplace; other acts are carried out against
an organization that may have provided service to the
offender or someone close to the offender. There are also
cases of violence committed by a co-worker or a dis-
gruntled ex-employee-or even their spouse or family
members. There are so many possible permutations to
who and how crimes can be committed on a property,
that the best way to stay in control is to have a plan.
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EMERGENCY CONTACT

j
INFORMATION

In an emergency situation, your Tenant Emergency
Contact List becomes invaluable. With the police in
possession of your building, your tenants have been dis-
located and will want to know how and when their place
of business will be secured and when they can come
back to the building. Unless you have a way to contact
them, other than their business phone, you will be at
a real disadvantage. As you get updates from the lead
investigator, you can send a blast e-mail or telephone
the emergency contacts from each business, who in turn
can alert their staff. Keep your Tenant Emergency Con-
tact List up-to-date-our policy is to request emergency
contact information updates from each tenant every six
months-and on -hand. The property manager keeps
this critical information, along with the vendor list for
each property, in a readily available location, such as a
purse, briefcase or Smartphone. You don't want to be
scrambling for this critical list during a crisis.

TENAN
INFORMATl0N AND

EMERGENCY CONTACT

FORM

Please provide the informatton
beloW and return to

etther
emsIt addreSs
faX

PLEASE pRINT

Tenant Nam0- -
SuitOt

OffIce phOfl 0_
Office tax * - - -
Name of OffIce Mafla'-

Add0°'

Normat day5 and hours of op.rtboh'_

contact

tter hours phone

Emer
-

Aftar hours phOflO

INTERNAL
RELATIONS

As the property manager, you are the point -person for
your tenants as well as the media. Part of your job as the
go -to leader of the property is to take tenants' emotions
into consideration. The day of the event and the day af-
ter an event can be an extremely emotional time fraught
with tension and stress for your tenants. Be prepared
to listen to tenants' concerns and suggestions-some
may be unrealistic, such as armed guards patrolling the
premises at all times, but others may actually be doable
and reasonable. Immediately after the event, you prob-
ably don't want to debate the practicality of any sugges-
tion but it always helps to let tenants know that you will
take their concerns under advisement. You may want to
keep a list of the tenants that contact you and their sug-
gestions to review with your ownership.

Scan theead the Jul/Aug 2013 issue
JPM- where two IREM

!IIIIIIIembers face-ofl about
fice building security.
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PROPERTY MANAGER

EXTERNAL
RELATIONS/MEDIA

Be prepared for the media to call the management com-
pany soon after the incident happens. Your company
may have a policy on handling media. Sometimes, the
less said, the better, especially if there is any possibility
of future litigation. In most instances, the police depart-
ment spokesperson is the best source for reliable infor-
mation.

Be prepared for the media to be at the property as
soon as they can gain access. They will approach any-
one entering the building with questions about the in-
cident. Ask the police department to advise the media
to remove themselves from the property. If the police
department isn't on the premises when the media shows
up, don't be afraid to ask them yourself. Your tenants
will appreciate not being harassed about what they may
have seen or heard or felt that day.

Tenants have a right to privacy and the right to con-
duct business without interference. In the heat of the
moment, you may not realize that you are managing
private property and the owner has the right to control
access.

PREPARE FOR ALL TYPES OF DISASTERS WITH THE
IREM PUBLICATION, Before and After Disaster Strikes:
Developing an Emergency Procedures Manual, 4th Edition.

REGULAR PRICE $49.95
MEMBER PRICE $39.95

SCAN THE QR CODE OR VISIT WWW.
IREM.ORG/RESOURCES/PUBLICATIONS
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS BOOK.

THE MEDIA.

TAKE
TENANTS' EMOTIONS INTO
CONSIDERATION.

DEALING WITH
INSURANCE

While every insurance company handles these situa-
tions differently, its still important to notify your insur-
ance company as soon as you can. They may want just
the basic facts but they may request copies of all of the
leases to review the liability clauses of each lease. Hav-
ing electronic back-ups of important documents makes
handling this part of the process less stressful.

[

PROACTIVELY MOVING
FORWARD

Ultimately, tenants determine their desired level of se-
curity, depending upon their business and its associated
risks. There are private firms that will do risk assessment
and site surveys to recommend the best solutions for
each business' vulnerability and objectives. Your local
police department may very well have a "community
relations bureau" or a similar department that will do
site surveys and suggest ways to lower risk. They may
also have the capacity to do "workplace violence/active
shooter situation" seminars for your tenants and their
employees.

Whether it is after a workplace violence situation or
as a pro -active measure, you may consider coordinating
with our local police department's "business liaison" to
conduct a presentation for your tenants and their em-
ployees.

ALVARADO.BZ) IS VICE PRESIDENT

OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AT
ALVARADO MANAGEMENT LTD., CO. IN

CYNTHIA A. KEMPER, CPM, (CKEMPERØ

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.
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Healthcare Real Estate continues to be one of the strongest market
sectors in commercial real estate. And with an aging population
and healthcare reform, there's no end in sight to the growth.

BOMA International's newest publication, Developing, Leasing and Managing Healthcare
Facilities in an Evolving Healthcare Environment, helps you stay on top of this fast -paced
market with in-depth analysis and explanations of the complex issues and trends confronting
healthcare real estate professionals.

Expert guidance details the core functions and nuances of healthcare real estate, with
specific focus Ofl:

 Pre -development and Development
 Financing
 Forms of Ownership
 Architectural Issues
 Leasing
 Management
 Evolving Business Models
 Impacts of Healthcare Reform

Authored by healthcare real estate expert, Neil Carolan.

Developing, Leasing and Managing Healthcare Facilities in an Evolving Healthc.
Environment is an update to BOMA International's 2003 publication and is availab
in print and as an eBook. Enjoy discounted pricing by buying both the print and dil
version in a bundle.

Order your copy today at store.boma.org
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apo1llghtL FamousPmperiies

By Diana Mirel

________he hip, bustling Uptown neighborhood in the heart of downtown
EMinneapolis is known for attracting artists, musicians and young

professionals. It has a thriving art and social scene complete with
theaters, galleries, restaurants, coffee shops and bars. It also houses

the Midtown Greenway (with biking and walking trails) and the Chain of
Lakes (with nature trails around the lakes and a live music bandshell).

With something for everyone, Uptown, and its surrounding neighbor-
hoods, have been gentrifying over the past few years. Property values and
rents have increased, which has brought about a great void in available af-
fordable housing-particularly for people who work in the area.

Enter Dominium, a Minnesota -based developer that focuses heavily on
affordable housing.

"Uptown is a phenomenal neighborhood, but there is not a lot of afford-
able housing in it," said Chris Barnes, Vice President and Project Partner at
Dominium. ccRt goes for about $2 per square foot in the neighborhood,
whereas affordable housing goes for $1 per square foot:'

When the Buzza building went up for sale in 2010, leaders at Domini-
urn saw an opportunity to make an impact in the neighborhood. They soon
came up with a plan to renovate the 100 -plus -years -old building into the
Buzza Lofts, which would comprise 136 lofts with granite kitchens, in -home
washers and dryers and 12 -foot ceilings-all available at affordable rents.

Rich History
The Buzza building has enjoyed a rich history in downtown Minneapolis.
Built in 1907, the Buzza building first housed the Self -Threading Needle
Company. George Buzza, the owner of Craftacres greeting cards and various
other print materials, bought the building in the early 1920s and named it
after himself. The Buzza building served as the company's design studio until
the early 1940s when the company was forced to liquidate due to declining
sales. At that point, the U.S. government bought and subleased the Buzza
building to Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company, which manufac-
tured military materials such as submarines and periscopes, for World War II.

After the war, the Buzza building served as a veteran and military services
facility until the U.S. government sold it to the Minneapo1isPub1ic Schools.
The school system used the Buzza building as an adult and alternative educa-
tion facility that offered services such as job training and English as a second
language classes.

When the school system put the Buzza building up for sale, Dominium
put in a bid and shared its plan to get the building listed on the National
Register of Historic Places and rehabilitate the property into affordable hous-
ing. Dominium won the bid and closed on the property at the end of 2011.

Rehab Financing
One of the first steps to getting the
Buzza Lofts built was getting the
building listed on the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places. Dominium
hired an advisor who specialized in
historic structures, and the building
was officially added to the register
in 2012.

"It was a smooth process:' said
Barnes. "The school district did ex-
tensive restoration on the outside
of the building when they owned
it, but there were still enough sig-
nificant architectural elements in
the building. Further, the building's
high -profile and historic use actu-
ally made it eligible for the register
even more so than its architectural
features:'

The next critical step for turning
vision for the Buzza Lofts into a re-
ality was securing financing. "His-
toric rehabs are fairly expensive:'
said Barnes. "The most feasible op-
tion for making this work was using
a variety of tax credits:'

Dominium also capitalized on
the new Minnesota Historic Struc-
ture Rehabilitation Tax Credit,
which brought more than $5 mil-
lion in resources to the project. By
utilizing every possible funding
source and plenty of financial fi-

nesse, Dominium was able to se-
cure enough funding to embark on
the $34.5 million redevelopment.

Balancing Act
One challenge in building the Buz-
za Lofts was keeping all involved
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parties happy. One of the main
hurdles was complying with
state and federal government
regulations to honor the origi-
nal use and look of the building
when it came to integrating the
modern mechanical systems.
Dominium had to balance this
compliance with building the
best units possible for future
residents.

This tension revealed itself
most in terms of the building's
large, flared concrete columns
with mushroom capitals. As
one of the defining historical
architectural elements in the
building, these columns were a
quintessential element of many
industrial buildings in the first

half of the century. From a historic preservation perspective, the col-
umns should be visible.

But the columns posed a problem when determining how to add modern
mechanical systems, including ductwork and electric lines. Ideally, ductwork
and electric lines should be as far away as possible from the columns, so as
not to obstruct the view of the columns. However, Dominium was also con-
cerned that hiding the mechanicals in the walls could create sound issues
between shared party walls within the units.

"We ended up stacking the ductwork as much as we could; using dry-
wall clouds to hide certain mechanical units; and shifting party walls off the
gridline," said Barnes. "So instead of having half a column on one side of a
wall and the other half on the other side of the wall, we have fully exposed
columns in kitchens and hallways:'

Savvy Leasing
With little affordable housing to be had in Uptown, the Buzza Lofts were in
high demand even before construction was completed. "We started market-
ing the building early through some outreach in the neighborhood, send-
ing out emails, posting signage and relying heavily on word of mouth:' said
Barnes.

The strong neighborhood interest in Buzza allowed Dominium to lease
the units with as little financial resources as possible. "We knew we were sell-
ing a dollar for 50 cents:' said Barnes. "We didn't even have a leasing office.
We literally leased it from a coffee shop with an iPad and a robust web page,
which had 3D floor plans:'

And it worked. The Buzza lofts were 100 percent leased within 30 days
of opening. In fact, the building is still 100 percent leased and has a waiting

list. As an affordable housing build-
ing, the following household in-
come limits are applied to all Buzza
residents: one occupant $35,280,
two occupants $40,320, three occu-
pants $45,360, and four occupants
$50,340.

Top Notch
Management
Although the pressure was on, Do-
minium was able to deliver the units
by a scheduled November 1, 2012
deadline-which is when many of
the households were moving into
the building. The building's prop-
erty management team successfully
managed the busy moving day, with
50 different households moving
into the Buzza Lofts that day.

"It was difficult coordinating all
of those households to move in at
the same time:' said Barnes. "But
our management team scheduled
elevators in one -hour increments,
and it all went smoothly:'

With Uptown known for its
nightlife, Dominium knew that the
Buzza Lofts get lively during night-
time festivities. "Uptown is a very
trendy part of town and it does have
potential to turn into a party zone:'
said Barnes. c(BUt our management
team stays on top of it and makes
sure that our residents are being re-
spectful and aren't disrupting their
neighbors:'

Most importantly, though, the
residents take pride in the building
and recognize the privilege of living
in modern affordable housing in
the heart of the city.

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING
WRITER FOR JPM". IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE
OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM,
PLEASE E-MAIL MAR lANA TOSCAS AT
MTOSCASIREM ORG.

remorg/jpm
I jpHi 35
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ffpoIlightLRegtollamutlook

FANS OF OHIX
Tourism is booming in
Phoenix' commercial sector
The sun is rising once again on the Greater Phoenix
metropolitan area's commercial real estate market-
hard hit during the economic downturn as two of the
area's dominant economic drivers, home building and
tourism, struggled.

"Phoenix has turned the corner:' said Afton Trail, CPM, managing direc-
tor of investor services for CBRE in Phoenix. "2013 is a catapulting year.
We're at the edge of the diving board, getting ready to spring forward."

The once suffering home building and tourism industries are now help-
ing the real estate market along. New home building increased 71 percent
between 2011 and 2012 in Phoenix,
and in Phoenix' strongest submar-
ket Scottsdale, tourism increased
substantially.

Hotel occupancy increased by 7.8
percent between January 2012 and
January 2013, according to Smith
Travel Research. Area hotels gener-
ated $517.4 million in revenue in
2012, increasing 4.2 percent from
2011 and 18 percent from the reces-
sionary low of $438 million in 2009.

(cHome building and tourism are
important to our economy," said Perry Williams, CPM, senior vice president
at Painted Rock Asset Management. "Fortunately, both are improving, and
so is the real estate market:'

Greater Phoenix' retail market experienced a 1 -percent decline in vacan-
cies-with improvements in all submarkets-between the first quarters of
2012 and 2013, falling to 11.4 percent, according to the first quarter Colliers
International Research and Forecast retail report. Northwest Phoenix, North
Scottsdale and Scottsdale saw the greatest vacancy declines.

Williams said even during the recession, retail in Scottsdale fared well be-
cause of the market's "prestige" and the amount of "high -end retail catering
to the area's tourism:' Occupancy in the Scottsdale shopping center Williams
manages never dipped below 85 percent thanks to its prominent placement

in a strong retail corridor, he said.
Occupancy at his center currently
stands at 88 percent.

The 78,000 -square foot office

building he manages in Scottsdale,
however, wasn't as resilient during
the recession-dropping to 46 -per-
cent occupied and rents falling to
around $15-$16 per square foot.
The building is now 98 -percent
occupied, though, and rents have
recovered to about $21 per square
foot.

"We had to kill our tenants with
kindness to keep them leasing:' Wi!-
hams said. "We made a lot of con-
cessions, but it paid off. Nearly all
the tenants that stayed throughout
the recession, and have remained,
even as concessions have dimin-
ished and rents have increased:'

In the entire Greater Phoenix
area, the office market is improv-
ing but still experiencing elevated
vacancy rates "by historical stan-
dards:' according to the first quarter
Colliers International Research and
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"EVEN DURING THE RECESSION,

RETAIL IN SCOTTSDALE FARED
WELL BECAUSE OF THE MARKET'S
'PRESTIGE' AND THE AMOUNT OF
'HIGH -END RETAIL' CATERING TO

THE AREA'S TOURISM."

-PERRY WILLIAMS, CPM

announcement by several large
companies to hire thousands of
employees through 2013 and

2014, according to the report.
For instance, General Motors

has chosen to house part of its
information technology division
in submarket Chandler, hiring
up to 1,000 workers in the next
three to five years, according to
Marcus and Millichap's Apart-
ment Research Market Report
from the second quarter of 2013.

Also correlated with strong
job growth and the rebounding
home building market, is the ex-
panding industrial real estate seg-
ment, according to the first quarter
Colliers International Research and
Forecast report for industrial space.

At first quarter's end, Greater
Phoenix had experienced 12 con-
secutive quarters of positive net
absorption of office space, with the
last two years averaging 2 million

square feet each. As the homebuild-
ing industry recovers and tourism
increases, related businesses will

continue to seek space. Call and
data centers are also very active
leasing up space, Trail said.

"Companies needing reliable

operational centers are looking to
Phoenix because it has few natural
disaster risks that might disrupt
service:' she said. "They're choos-
ing Phoenix over the Inland Empire
where the cost of living and doing
business is so much higher?'

The Greater Phoenix area isn't

just appealing to companies. People
want to live there, too, and the mul-
tifamily housing market is proof.
Rents are projected to increase
2.9 percent by year-end to $775 a
month, according to Marcus and
Millichap's apartment research. In-
ventory is expected to increase by
1 percent in 2013, with 3,100 units
scheduled for delivery.

The report also highlighted that
in South Scottsdale, "vacancy is

tightest," experiencing a 60 -basis
point decline to 4.2 percent be-
tween the second quarters of 2012

and 2013.

Pamela Sullens, CPM, CEO and
owner of Silver Mountain Real Es-
tate Group said some of the draws
to living in Scottsdale include the
weather, year-round outdoors ac-
tivities for active people, a strong
healthcare base including a Mayo
Clinic hospital and Mayo clinic,
and a nearby college.

"(Scottsdale) is a very desirable

area to live:' Sullens said. "People
often think it's a retirement area,
but the average age of residents is
(much younger). We have every-
thing you need, plus the appeal of
the great weather?'

And in line with its booming
tourism business, it's also a de-
sirable place to visit with its sce-
nic landscape, multitude of golf
courses and high -end resorts,
Williams said.

"The great thing we've got here
is tourism:' he said. "The area has
prestige and is a true destination?'

Sample this great destination
by attending the IREM Fall Lead-
ership Conference at the Westin
Kierland Resort and Spa in Scott-
sdale from October 15-19.

KRISTIN GUNDERSON HUNT IS A
CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPFvf. IF
YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING
FOR JPA, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA
TOSCAS AT MTOSCA&aIREM.ORG.
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Larlyn Property Management Ltd., AMO

Michael Holmes, MBA, CPM, RCM,
CMOC, ARM, ACCI

President / Chief Operating Officer

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
600

COMPANY WEBSITE
www.larlyn.com

THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL HOLMES,
CPM, OF LARLYN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LTD., AMO.

Larlyn started out as a family business. Can you
describe what it was like watching grow from some-
thing they started in their basement to one of the larg-
est in Canada?

In 1975, my parents, Larry and Lynne Holmes (Larlyn),
began their property management business in the base-
ment of their home. Today, Larlyn is one of the largest
in Canada with over 600 employees including regional
offices and site staff.

During my years at home, Larlyn was still a local com-
pany, but growing. During my university years, the busi-
ness moved from our family home to a small office with
around five employees. It was exciting and different,
consistently offering new challenges with each new cus-
tomer and property-it was nothing like what I learned
in school. I really enjoyed spending time with my dad.
As most children of entrepreneurs do, I began early. I

would go with my dad to make repairs to properties on
weekends. I cut grass, shovelled snow and, during high
school, I painted rental units managing my own crews.

 When did you first become involved with Larlyn?
Where did you start?

I officially started working with the company when I
graduated from Western University in 1994. My first
role was with the maintenance operations working with
property managers, owners and tenants to organize re-
pairs and site improvements of our managed properties.
I then became a property manager of condominium,
rental and commercial properties. Eventually, I shared
my vision of a national company with my parents and

started focusing on growing the business-reaching out
to cities and towns outside of London. In 1999, I spear-
headed the opening of our first regional office in Kitch-
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ener, Ontario, and quickly spread our wings to Western
Canada shortly after. It was empowering to know my
parents had the confidence in me and my ideas to try
new things with "their" company.

 How does technology help Larlyn operate on the
wide base it does? Describe how Larlyn has adapted
to growing tenant and resident demand. Is there any-
thing unique that Larlyn is doing that the wider prop-
erty management industry should adopt?

Technology plays a big part of Larlyn being able to op-
erate on the wide base it does. Networked communica-
tions connects various local and regional offices to our
national head office. Each local office employs commu-
nity members who are experts in their neighbourhoods
but they have the benefit of specialists in support ser-
vices like accounting, human resources and informa-
tion technology at our head office. My wife refers to
it as "local care, national support:' It also provides the
framework to work within standardized best practices
to ensure consistent, high quality service internally and
externally.

Tenant and resident demand continues to grow-
much of that is for information. Technology offers cli-
ents instant access to information without relying on
reaching staff. We can be out with our customers onsite
at their properties to attend to their needs but still be
accessible to the office. We have a dedicated client re-
lationship department that collects feedback, checking
in on expectations and if we are meeting them. If we are
able to clarify what they need and expect from us, we
are able to meet those demands efficiently and with a
higher level of satisfaction. We also offer extensive train-
ing programs to our clients. A goal of leadership is to
build confidence-and confidence comes with eliminat-
ing doubt. By offering industry training to our clients,
their confidence in themselves and us grows, resulting
in a more balanced relationship.

Larlyn is unique in that we have achieved the ISO
900 1:2008 certification, which ensures we have the best
plan of best practices in place and are held accountable
to that plan. We are routinely audited by an independent
company ensuring we are performing the way we say we
perform. We are also required to consistently improve

quality. This, along with our ACMO 2000 certification
and our Accredited Management Organization (AMO)
accreditation, demonstrates the emphasis we put on
raising the bar in customer satisfaction. Since our certi-
fication, we are confident more things are done right the
first time enhancing customer satisfaction. Mistakes are
identified easily and quickly with a plan for correction
and prevention. It's like having a safety net with fewer
things falling through the cracks and those that do have
someone waiting to catch them. Perhaps the industry
should consider such standardized service practices?

"We nurture employees' strengths-
combining EDUCATION with
the field experience they are
gaining on the job and creating
ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
THAT DEVELOP LEADERS."

 Describe Larlyn's commitment to education. How
does that commitment set Larlyn apart from other
property management companies?

Larlyn is committed to education. We offer industry re-
lated programs in-house and cover 100 percent of exter-
nal employee education costs. By making education a
part of our culture, we are able to hire the best attitudes
and train them with the required skills. We nurture
employees' strengths-combining education with the
field experience they are gaining on the job and creat-
ing advancement opportunities that develop leaders.
I believe this is the key to innovation and finding new
solutions. We also offer client education to ensure they
are clear and current on industry practices and changes.
As Nelson Mandela has been quoted, "Education is the
most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world."

From watching, then participating and now leading
my parents' humble business from the basement of our
family home, I look at what has already been achieved
and can just imagine what lies ahead. .
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Emerging Trends in the
Asia Taiwan Market
ByNancye Kirk More U.S. investors look to markets outside their borders

)> Emergence of a New Business Model

Speaking in June to more than 300 real estate practitio-
ners from around the world during the FIABCI Con-
gress in Taichung, Taiwan, IREM President Elizabeth
(Beth) Machen, CPM, drove home this point as she
discussed the shift in the real estate investment business
model and the impact it is having on the management of
investment real estate.

"The investment model of the past assumed that
capital was readily available and virtually unlimited and
that holding periods would be short-assumptions that
translated into maximum use of leverage and high ap-
preciation expectations:'

"That worked well-up to a point:' she said. "But as
we all know, this is no longer the case:'

Capital is not so readily available, holding periods
have lengthened and the perceived risk of owning real
estate has grown. The result, according to Machen, is the
emergence of a new business model that focuses on a
return to fundamentals and operational excellence de-
livered by a professional real estate manager.

>> Asia/Taiwan Real Estate Market Slow
to Recover

Moderating the panel on which Machen appeared was
Joseph Lin, Managing Director of CBRE Taiwan, who
agreed with Machen's premise while also providing in-
sights into the Asian real estate market generally and the
Taiwan real estate market specifically.

While evidence clearly suggests the economy in most
parts of the world is improving, conversations among
real estate practitioners in Taichung made it clear that
there has not yet been a full rebound. Downward pres-

sure on rents continues and higher than normal vacancy
rates linger in many markets. Consider Taiwan: With a
population of just fewer than 24 million, it has one of
the world's highest home ownership rates at 87 percent.
Recently, a loose monetary policy, low interest rates and
changes in tax laws have resulted in a housing market
where 20 percent of the units are vacant.

Emphasizing the importance of management in the
investment process, Machen pointed out that real estate
value is created at one or all of the three stages in the
investment's life cycle: when it is acquired, during the
holding period and when the property is sold.

"Prior to 2008, it appeared that most or even all of the
value creation revolved around transactions-when a
property was purchased and when it was sold:' she said.
"But suddenly that changed. Transaction activity in all
markets slowed down considerably-and in some mar-
kets ground to a halt:'

As a result, said Machen, "the opportunity for en-
hanced value today focuses on what can be done
throughout the holding period-and this plays right
into the skills and talents of professional real estate man-
agers. Those who are not passive caretakers and mere
rent -collectors but are active participants in contribut-
ing to asset value through operational excellence"

>> Property Management in Taiwan in its
Infancy, but Catching On

When asked if the real estate management profession in
Taiwan parallels the U.S. experience, CBRE's Lin noted
that property management in the past was performed
primarily by security guards, typically retired soldiers,
who wanted to earn some petty cash.

"It was more of a watchdog service:' he said, "no skills
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"Prior to 2008, it appeared that most or even alt of the value creation revolved
around transactions-when a property was purchased and when it was sold.
But suddenly that changed. Transaction activity in all markets slowed down
considerably-and in some markets ground to a halt."
-Beth Machen, REM 2013 President

or licenses were required, there were no systems and
procedures and no financial management:'

This changed in 1995, when a property management
law was enacted in Taiwan. As a result, academic insti-
tutions began to offer proper training and produced li-
censed professionals and operators in this field.

"Although the perception from the old days hasn't
completely turned around:' said Lin, "we are seeing a
small number of developers who are willing to pay for
property management consultancy in the early design
stage and a few building owners and residents who wish
to uphold the value of their prime office and luxury resi-
dential by employing a quality management company."
He noted that the value -add of property management is
only known and appreciated in the Taipei CBD and is not
widely accepted in other second -tier cities, mainly due
to the significantly lower rental level in those areas which
makes the management fee seem high in proportion.

Looking beyond Taiwan to the broader Asia region,
Lin noted that "Gathering from my colleagues in Chi-
na, real estate management is still at its infancy; how-
ever, it is catching up and growing very rapidly by size
and by quality of service:' As an example, he pointed
to the Shanghai Tower, an upcoming iconic skyscraper
in Shanghai, which engaged CBRE's integrated, cross -
border team to provide advice on best -in -class practices
and to manage the building to international standards.

"Due to the highly competitive market in China, de-
velopers must create their point of differentiation in
order to attract first -tier tenants and investors who are
likely to pay top dollar:'

Comparing CBRE's experience with Shanghai Tower
with practices in Taiwan, Lin indicated that "the pace
of moving towards international management standard
and practice is slow. Year on year when it comes to re-
newal of vendors' contracts, most of an owners primary
focus is to look for cost savings, not the value adds. In

JOSEPH LIN
OF CBRE

TAIWAN AND
ELIZABETH

(BETH)
MACHEN,
IREM

PRESIDENT,

AT THE FIABCI
CONGRESS IN
TAICHUNG,
TAIWAN.

summary, the knowledge is there but the commitment
is not there yet:'

Going beyond property management to asset man-
agement, Lin observed that "The concept of asset man-
agement has been advocated by various institutes in
the last decade but has not been put in practice as yet.
Handing over the financial management control to a
third party vendor is still considered risky for most of
the local Taiwanese owners:'

When asked why CBRE and other large real estate
companies see the Taiwan commercial real estate mar-
ket as an attractive place to do business, Lin said, "We
are here because our clients are here. In the last 23 years,
we have been servicing them and helping them to settle
and to grow their business in Taiwan. That's all good
for our leasing business:' He went on to say that "Put-
ting the MNC tenants/occupiers aside, there are only a
handful of overseas real estate investors trading in Tai-
wan which takes up 2-3 percent of the total transaction
volume in the recent years:' As a result, indicated Lin,
"CBRE Taiwan is shifting its focus from foreign inves-
tors to the local investment market, particularly in the
retail and hotel sectors that are reaping the benefits of a
growing tourism industry:'

NANCYE KIRK (NKIRKIREM.ORG) IS CHIEF STRATEGY
OFFICER/VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL SERVICES FOR REM.
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Legislative and Research Guru Retires from IREM

On August 30, 2013, IREM will be sending off one of its own.
Chief Legislative and Research Officer, Charles "Chuck"
Achilles will be retiring after 41 years of faithful service at
the association. Chuck began his impressive career with
IREM on July 5, 1972, and during his tenure, Chuck was re-
sponsible for marketing, public relations, JPM®, publishing,
chapter activities, regional vice presidents, strategic plan-
ning, special contracts and of course, legislation, Income!
Expense Analysis and research.

Chuck started with IREM in 1972 as the Experience
Exchange Coordinator, which is now called the
Income/Expense ("lIE") Analysis program when

IREM had only 18 staff members. Chuck quickly proved
himself to be a dedicated employee and was an invalu-
able source of knowledge and moved up the ranks. After
only one and a half years, Chuck was promoted to Direc-
tor, Membership Services, where he had responsibility for
legislation, strategic planning, research and TIE. In 1979,

Chuck was awarded the position of Staff Vice President,
Member Services and Communications. During his time

ED BOUDREAU [LEFT], PAST PRESIDENT OF THE IREM
FOUNDATION, PRESENTS THE J. WALLACE PALETOU AWARD
TO CHUCK ACHILLES [RIGHT] AT THE 2011 IREM LEADERSHIP
AND LEGISLATIVE SUMMIT IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

in this role, IREM experienced phenomenal growth in both membership served as the Institute's liaison to
and publication sales. At the beginning of the 1 980s, Chuck's title changed the United States Congress, Hous-
to Staff Vice President, Legislation and Special Services to acknowledge the ing and Urban Development, Rural

contracts he negotiated and supervised-which not only boosted the bot- Development, National Institute

torn line, but increased the IREM industry image. In 2000, Chuck's title of Building Sciences and Environ-
changed once again to Vice President, Legislation and Research, and under mental Protection Agency. Chuck
his guidance, a joint partnership with CCIM Institute involving legislation has also established valuable rela-
and research was formed, l/E Labs were created and an expanded legislative tionships with industry groups and
program was provided to membership. And finally, Chuck will retire as the organizations. Throughout his ten-
IREM Chief Legislative and Research Officer, a title he received in 2010. ure, he has advocated for important

During Chuck's four decades of service, he has pioneered programs and industry issues through his work
practices that have been invaluable at IREM still today. He initiated and de- with numerous coalitions focusing
veloped a marketing research program that provides feasibility studies and on Financial Accounting Standards
market surveys on new products, courses and services. This program alone Board lease accounting, carried in -

has allowed the association to conserve valuable funds that would have oth- terest, lead paint in commercial and

erwise been spent on various development costs. residential properties, federal tax
Many IREM Members know Chuck as the "guru" of real estate manage- code, terrorist risk insurance and

ment, commercial real estate public policy and legislative matters. IREM's others.
legislative department is certainly Chuck's "baby:' as he has worked tire- Along with his professional con-
lessly to develop the program over the past 38 years. His work establish- tributions to IREM, Chuck has also

ing IREM as an industry leader for legislative and regulatory matters has fostered relationships with numer-
resonated with local, state and federal officials and legislators. Chuck has ous members and industry leaders.
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Legislative_and Research Guru Retires from IREM / spotlight

Chuck never forgets a face, and with 41 years under his belt, he certainly has served during the recent financial
made many friends along the way. He is seen as a respected industry profes- crisis. Additionally, the language
sional and friend, and many members know where to turn with a question aims at minimizing the burden on
or issue at hand. As many peers will attest, Chuck is an invaluable asset to smaller financial institutions. The
the real estate industry. Fed released a one page summary

Chuck was honored with the J. Wallace Paletou Award for his contribu- of how the rule will impact smaller
tions and dedication to the real estate industry in 2011 by the Institute of banks. The rule will also implement
Real Estate Management Foundation, the global agreement, known as Ba-
serving as a prominent example of the sel III, which will place limits on
respect he garnered for service to the Many IREM Members larger financial institution's capital
industry. Known throughout the in- know Chuck as distributions and bonus payments
dustry, with thousands and thousands if the bank is ill-equipped with spe-
of friends, past presidents, committee the "GURU" OF cific equity buffers in order to avoid
leaders, members, staff colleagues and REAL ESTATE collapse. Certain provisions from
fellow legislative staffers from orga- 1VIAJNAGEME1NT, the Dodd -Frank Wall Street Re-
nizations around the nation, Chuck

commercial real
form and Consumer Protection Act

Achilles' name will echo a challenge were also incorporated in the rule.
for excellence for many governmental estate public f)011Cy The final rule will increase the
affairs staff executives. and legislative minimum capital requirements for

Upon his retirement, Chuck will matters. IREM's larger financial institutions in both
"re -wire" his life to ensure he is able

legislative department
quantity and quality-Ben Ber-

Chairman Federalto spend more precious time with his nanke, of the
wonderful family, whom we have seen is certainly Chuck's Reserve, said, "Capital will act as a
grow over the years. He will also focus "baby," as he has financial cushion to absorb future
on his passion-sailing on Lake Mich-

worked tirelessly to
losses. . .strong capital requirements

igan. IREM is grateful for the dedica- are essential if we hope to have safe
tion and unwavering commitment to DEVELOP TIlE and sound banks:'
excellence that Chuck has shown in PROGRAM OVER Implementation of the rule will
his four decades of service at the Insti- THE PAST 38 be in two phases; larger financial in-
tute. It is with great respect and admi-

YEARS.
stitutions must begin implementing

ration that we wish him the very best the provisions in January, 2014, and
as he embarks on the next chapter of the smaller, less complex banks will
his life. Thank you, Chuck, for all that you have done for IREM! begin on January, 2015.

Final Rule on Banking Capital Requirements (Base! For more information,
III) Published: July 2W13

go to www.irem.org/
In an effort to enhance lending to worthy households and businesses, the
Federal Reserve Board ("Fed") approved a final rule on July 2, which would public -policy
implement more stringent regulations on banks to ensure they maintain j
strong capital positions. This came to fruition as a result of large financial FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT

BETH PRICE, THE LEGISLATIVE
Iinstitutions' failures caused by the recent recession in the United States. LIAISON FOR IREM HEADQUARTERS.

The rule focused on establishing framework for larger, international banks IN CHICAGO, AT BPR!CEØIREM.ORG I
OR (800) 837-0706 EXT. 6021.

that will be subject to more rigorous capital requirements that had been ob-
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S
WATERLESS URINALS

Waterless No -Flush urinals resem-
ble conventional fixtures, and easily
replace them-no handles to touch,
no sensors to install or adjust, no
moving parts. The urinal bowl sur-

faces are smooth and
urine repellent; 95 per-
cent of waste is drained

I

through gravity. Daily
cleaning procedures are
the same as for flushed
urinals, yet save time
per urinal. A 3 -ounce
dose of BlueSeal, which
replaces water, lasts up
to 1,500 uses, replacing

from 1,000 and up to 4,500 gallons
of quality potable flush water at
each fill.

www.watertess.com

BIODRIER BUSINESS

Unlike conventional hand dryers and
some high-speed jet hand dryers, the
Biodrier Business generates warm air
without a heater using a compulsive air-
cooling system.
By using a high-
speed, brush -less
motor to produce
ajet and bi-direc-
tional airflow, the
Biodrier Business
uses jet airspeed
reaching up to
86m/s which results in it only taking up
to 10 seconds to dry hands. A timer on
the LCD screen counts down from 18 to
0 seconds and will stop automatically at
the end.

/VWW. biodrier.c crn

HIGH OUTPUT
FLUORESCENT

EXPLOSION PROOF
EMERGENCY LIGHT

The Class 1 Division 2 Emergency Fluorescent
Light, available through Larson Electronics, is a
powerful, explosion -proof fluorescent emergency light
that has been designed to provide emergency backup
operation and the ability to withstand wet and corrosive
environmental conditions. The HALP-EMG-48-2L-T5HO Class
1 Division 2 Emergency Fluorescent Light is built from corrosion
resistant materials and features T5 HO fluorescent tubes for high output
and a built in battery backup system for continued operation in the event
of power failures.

vvww.larsoneiec tiOfliLS.COm

GOJI: A SMART LOCK

The Goji-available for retail soon-is an automatic deadbolt that looks can
take pictures of visitors who come to the door and can be locked, and un-
locked, from anywhere in the world. The system logs all entries and exits
and can notify you when someone opens the bolt. Goji has a small, round
readout on the outside facing part of the door and a larger, more traditional -
looking interface on the inside. The system allows you to give one-time keys
to visitors and even unlock the door remotely over Wi-Fi, which could work
perfectly for maintenance staff or showings.

www.gojiaccess.com
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Gadgcis / aptliglit

POWERPUL, PROLHC
PRESENTA..........................

As a property manager, there may come a time when
you will be asked to give a special presentation. I've
taken some time to review different types of presen-
tation tools to help you give a lasting and positive
impression.

 PowerPoint/Keynote

PowerPoint has long been the staple of
the business world for presentations as
is Keynote for Mac Users. The explosion
in tablet sales has created new oppor-
tunities for presentation tools. Two of my favorites are
Prezi and Haiku Deck.

 Prezi
Prezi is to PowerPoint as movies are to
screenplays-a complete whiteboard tool
that allows you to script and navigate
your presentation in different innovative

Preziapproaches. In Prezi, charting the move-
ment through your slides generates some amazing tran-
sitions. Prezi is for the advanced PowerPoint user who
yearns to do more.

jUON TOOLS... . . S S S 55 SSISS
 Haiku Deck

Haiku Deck is a great tool for a HAIKU
quick and dirty proof of concept DECK
as it requires you to focus your thoughts on key con-
cepts. As you do, it finds clipart and images that match
your concepts and it handles the formatting and align-
ment. Of all of the tools, Haiku Deck is also the most
social media friendly.

 SlideShare

Although it is not a presentation
tool, Slideshare.com is a service that
allows you to share your presenta- slides hare

tions with limited groups, private audiences, just your
clients or the world in general.

TODD CLARKE, CCIM, (TCLARKEØNMAPARTMENT.
COM) IS A 24+ YEAR VETERAN BROKER.
CONSULTANT, INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER AND
INSTRUCTOR WHO COVERS TECHNOLOGY
AND ITS USE IN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE.
TODD CAN BE FOUND VIRTUALLY AT WWW.
CANTERACONSULTANTS.COM/ TECH
TWITTER,COM/NM.4pT

The following chart provides a summary comparison of each of these presentation tool features

Key Features .PowerP&nt Prez

Whiteboard No No Yes No No

Social Media Friendly No No No Yes Yes

Imports / Exports PowerPoint Yes Yes Yes Exports Yes

iPad / iPhone app No Yes Yes Yes No

Windows app Yes No Yes No No

Mac app Yes Yes Yes No No

Android app No No No No No

$109 $9.99 Pad Free to $159

nnuatiy ..rree ...
Free to $588

irem.org/jpm
I
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people have become conditioned to certain color meanings (e.g. red
for stop or danger; green for go; and yellow or amber for yield or
caution). This holds true for the use of warnings on walking surfaces.
Yellow is way of designating the parking areas along curbs. Yellow

paint is also frequently used as an inexpensive means to draw pedestrians' at-
tention to uneven walkway conditions. In either case, the use of yellow paint on

pedestrian walkway areas needs to be carefully thought through.

In Photo 1, yellow paint was
applied along the curb to desig-
nate a no -parking zone. The paint
was only applied to a portion of
the side flares on the curb ramp.
The pedestrian walked across the
designated crosswalk and then
she cut the corner heading for
the entrance door on the left. She
missed the fact that only a por-
tion of the curb ramp side flares
were painted yellow and tripped
at the unpainted portion of the
side flare. The chance of being in-
volved in the subsequent lawsuit
could have been inexpensively
reduced by simply painting the
entire flared sides of the curb
ramp.

Photo 2 shows another exam-
ple of where yellow paint was ap-

plied along the curb. The painted
curb extends along the side of a
concrete ramp that connects the
parking lot level with the side-
walk level. In this example there
is a small, but hazardous, differ-
ence in elevation between sec-
tions of the sidewalk along the
top portion of the ramp between
the end of the yellow paint and
the column (Photo 3).

Here, painting the entire dif-
ference in elevation between the
sidewalk and the edge of the curb

ramp would have been inexpen-
sive and reduced the potential for
being involved in the subsequent
lawsuit due to the difference in el-
evation.

In these examples, the area that
was painted yellow paint drew
the user's attention away from the
unpainted, uneven walkway con-
ditions. In both of these examples
the pedestrian saw the yellow
paint, assumed it was there as a
warning and the unpainted area
was safe.

This drew their attention away
from the uneven walkway condi-
tions that they did not see. This is
especially true with small, unnec-
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EXECUTIVE S

I discuss the implications of two key critical industry issues as identified by
the IREM 2012-2013 Strategic Plan. While the strength and growth of the
multifamily sector presents a challenge to the property management profes-
sion, it also offers an opportunity to acquire talent for long -run development.
Firms that can successfully integrate these issues and opportunities are likely
to thrive in coming years but will have to overcome the longstanding divi-
sion between residential and commercial property management specializa-
tion. I argue that this functional separation is artificial and may be grounded
on outdated research.

BACKGROUND

Since the housing market downturn, the multifamily segment has received
increased investor interest. How large is this segment and how does it com-
pare to other segments of the commercial real estate market? Where do mul-
tifamily properties tend to be located and why? Recent research published in
the Journal of Real Estate Portfolio Management (Florance, Miller, Peng, and
Spivey [20101) addresses these questions.

Nationwide, the multifamily segment contains approximately 22.6 billion
square feet of space, representing 27 percent of all income -producing real
estate in the market, defined to include not only the major categories office,
retail and industrial but also specialty property types, such as lodging and
healthcare. The market value of all multifamily space as of .2009 was about
$1.4 trillion, representing 13 percent of the total value of all commercial
properties. Comparing the major segments of retail, office and multifamily,
retail properties led with an aggregate value at almost $3.0 trillion, followed
by office at $1.6 trillion, with multifamily in third place. The difference re-
flects the higher per -square -foot rents commercial uses command. In the
aggregate, commercial real estate had a market capitalization of $10.9 tril-
lion, almost as large as the value of all shares listed on the New York Stock

Exchange ($12.5 trillion). As the
IREM 2012-2013 Strategic Plan

states, "The U.S. apartment sector
appears to be the consistent bright
spot, being energized by pent-up
demand from the recession and a
transition from home ownership to
rental housing..." (IREM, 2011).

Moreover, multifamily proper-
ties tend to be concentrated in ur-
banized sections of the U.S. and
especially in higher -density metro
areas, exactly the same market areas
as major retail and office property.
Much of this pattern is due to land
costs: where land is widely available

and inexpensive, homeownership
rates are high and the proportion
of the population who rent is low.
Economic growth leads to higher
land values and increased density;
increased demand for multifam-
ily housing naturally results. Given
that about one third of U.S. house-
holds are renters, that multifamily
properties are a major category of
asset should is hardly a surprise.
What has changed recently is the
renter profile.
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RECENT CHANGES
IN THE MULTIFAMILY
MARKET

While traditionally apartment
renters have been young adults in TRADITIONALLY, A
earlier phases of household forma- GREAT DIVIDE EXISTS

tion, the economic downturn of BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL

2008-2009, the capital losses expe-
AND COMMERCIAL
PROPERTIES, BOTH IN

rienced by many homeowners dur- BROKERAGE ARENA/
ing the housing bust and the linger- AND IN PROPERT2

ing high rate of mortgage default //
and foreclosure have expanded the -

renter population to include many
older and middle -to -upper income -

households who would have, in flexibility and the ability to readily relocate for attractive job opportunities.
rosier times, become homeowners. In addition to a new population of renters, there is clear evidence of pent -

For example, the categories of up demand for housing based on the rate of new household formation. A
married couples, seniors (defined total of 1,150,000 new households were formed during the twelve months
as those aged 65 and over) and that ended in September 2012, according to census data, a significant in -
households with incomes in cx- crease over the 650,000 per year average over the last four years (Wall Street
cess of $75,000 per year, each now Journal, 2012). Multifamily housing is thus experiencing both a growth in
represent about 15 percent of the traditional customers as well as an expansion of its customer base.
rental market (Harvard, 2012). The combination of growing demand with a limited increase in supply is
This situation is unlikely to change the classic recipe for rising prices. Accordingly, apartment markets across
anytime soon. Federal budgetary the country have continued to improve over the past three years (Multi
pressures-coupled with potential Housing Council, 2012).
tax reform initiatives, as well as the
eventual unwinding of the taxpayer DEMAND FOR MULTIFAMILY PROPERTYsubsidies inherent in Fannie Mae MANAGEMENT TALENTand Freddie Mac and ultimately
higher long-term interest rates- Clearly, the expanding multifamily sector will require more property man -
are expected to drive up the cost agers-where will they come from? This question is related to a second issue
of homeownership over the next identified by the IREM 2012-2013 Strategic Plan: talent, and the issue of "at-

decade, making rentals relatively tracting, developing, and retaining a qualified workforce" (IREM, 2011). In -
more economically attractive. tegrating the need for new talent with the demand for multifamily property

Another trend favoring rentals managers represents a significant opportunity for the property management
is their flexibility, particularly for industry. Multifamily property managers can learn many of the core skills
what economists would call labor essential for success in real estate management: tenant relations; mainte-
mobility. While home ownership nance and repair decision -making; negotiating with vendors; budgeting and
certainly offers benefits to mdi- recordkeeping; as well as marketing and prospect screening.
viduals and neighborhoods, rent- New hires in this market segment can learn the ropes in multifamily
ers can much more easily respond property management. Then, as they prove themselves and increase their
to changing job market conditions training (through IREM coursework, state licensing and otherwise), some
when new opportunities beckon. fraction will be ready, willing and able to make the transition to commer-
If the employment market remains cial property management. Recent college graduates are a natural choice for
relatively weak, many households these entry level positions. While not necessarily a good fit for every rental
will prefer to rent to capture that community type (probably not for senior housing), recent grads are of the
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same generation as many of their
rental market customers, familiar
with internet, social media and oth-
er new marketing techniques, and
eager for job opportunities that lead
to a satisfying long-term careers,
such as those offered in property
management.

BARRIERS TO
IMPLEMENTATION

What are the barriers to imple-
menting such a strategy? Tradition-
ally, a great divide exists between
residential and commercial proper-
ties, both in brokerage arena and in
property management. Many, per-
haps most, property management
firms specialize in only one of the
two segments, viewing the two as
distinct businesses. This gap must
be bridged. The property, the cus-
tomer and the contract may differ
but the fundamental product is the
same: space at a particular location
that meets customer needs.

Why does the division exist? The
short answer is that specialization
has proven important to the success
of investors in real estate as an as-
set class. Traditionally, the majority
of institutional real estate investors,
including life insurance companies
and pension funds, held portfolios
diversified by property type. Re-
search documented the benefits
of such an approach; for example,
Webb and Rubens (1987) found
that over 60 percent of institutional
investors diversified across proper-
ty type. With the ascension of firms
organized as real estate investment
trusts (REITs), however, this pat-
tern has changed. The majority of
REITs specialize in a particular
property type.

THE GROWTH OF
REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT TRUSTS

REITs have grown exponentially in
the U.S. over the last two decades. In
addition to their tax -favored status,
publicly traded REITs have brought
stock market liquidity to the oth-
erwise highly illiquid commercial
property market. With their ready

INTEGRATING THE
NEED FOR NEW TALENT
WITH THE DEMAND FOR
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTY
MANAGERS REPRESENTS
A SIGNIFICANT
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE
PROPERTY MANAGEMEN
INDUSTRY.

access to public capital markets,
REITs enjoy considerable market
clout. Moreover, success in the U.S.
has fostered REIT-like legislation
enabling similar structures in some
20 countries thus far, including de-
veloping economies such as Ghana,
the Philippines and Bulgaria in ad-
dition to developed countries in-
cluding the United Kingdom, Ger-
many, France, Canada and Brazil.

Research suggests that owner-
ship form matters for property
performance. For example, Har-
din and Hill (2009) use data from
Atlanta to show that multifamily
properties owned by real estate in-

vestment trusts generate higher ef-
fective rents at the property level
than non-REIT-owned properties.
Such studies are part of a broader
strand of research that has also
documented that property operat-
ing performance can be affected by
owners, managers and investment
strategies. REITS, in particular, rep-
resent diversified scale operators
with property management skills.

WHY Do REITs
SPECIALIZE?

The simple answer is that special-
ization appears to improve per-
formance and shareholder value
(Capozza and Seguin, 1999). This

finding is consistent with broader
research in the finance area that
finds a penalty associated with firm
diversification (Lang and Stulz,

1994; Berger and Ofek, 1995, Gra-
ham, Lemmon, and Wolf, 2002).
Some readers may remember when
Mobil Oil purchased the depart-
ment store chain, Montgomery
Ward. Did that acquisition really
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make any sense? In general, re-
search in finance suggests that firm
diversification into unrelated lines
of business destroys value, rather
than creating it.

Moreover, in property markets,
there are a variety of arguments as
to why specialization might pro-
duce benefits. First, economies of
scale may come into play in prop-
erty management activities. Fixed
costs can be spread over a larger
number of units, for example, and
bargaining power with vendors will
tend to increase for larger firms. In
some market segments, particular-
ly retail, there can be relationship
effects, where a mall owner with
multiple locations might negotiate
with chain stores for several sites at
the same time. More controversial
is the theory sometimes advanced
that managers have special exper-

Reftrences:

tise in particular property segments
leading them to extract greater re-
turns than would otherwise be the
case.

Newer research, however, sug-
gests that the benefits of specializa-

tion for REITs may be over -stated.
Ro and Ziobrowski (2011) com-
pared the returns from investments
in specialized versus diversified
REIT portfolios over the period
1997-2006. They find no evidence
of superior performance by REITs
specializing in a particular prop-
erty type. Moreover, they find that
specialized REITs have higher mar-
ket risk, meaning their share prices
decline more in down markets, as
compared to diversified REITs.

Given these findings, perhaps the
benefits of specialization in proper-
ty management are overblown, too.
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T Tpdating and maintaining a website doesn't have to be erty, with SEO and supply chain

I.) a huge expense. However, industry experts recently management (SCM).

contacted by JPM agree that it's a necessary one for to- "As an owner -operator you don't

day's property managers. Search engine optimization have to look for SEO experts:' he

(SEO) might not be as important a part of the package said. The providers have them on

for a property manager as it might be for a broker, lender,
tap and know how to keep you on

or developer, but the manager needs to ensure that the
the top of the list. You can lock in
your costs pretty distinctly by us-

website is always relevant and useful to the tenant. This ing one of these vendors: Property
means frequent updates, coordination with the tenants, Solutions, Ellipse, Active Build -

and, frequenfly, coordination with other businesses. ings, Yardi or others. Big owner -
Michael Mullin, president of Integrated Business Systems (Totowa, N.J.) operators develop their own web -

said residential portals are generally better developed than portals for corn- sites, with their own branding-but
mercial properties. Automated rent payments and work orders have been that's expensive compared to these

commonplace for some time, but today's websites frequently offer links to third -party providers who give you

retailers, events calendars, and other convenience features. a fixed cost. They have all the tools

The objective, said Mullin, is to draw tenants to the website daily. Not only to maintain your site, change the
do these visits increase the speed and dependability of doing business, they graphics, and so on, and they're in -

also promise more revenue for owner and advertiser. tegrated with all the search compa-

"Newer features include the localization of these sites with vendors like nies, and listings companies, where

dry cleaners and restaurants providing advertising or local discounts:' he you want your availability to show

said. "Property managers are building a community rather than just manag- up. Those are the pieces that get dif-

ing the property. ficult, and costly, if you're a small

"On the commercial side, newer features include the ability to get corn- to mid -sized owner trying to do it

mon area maintenance billing, review the lease, and so on. This is important yourself'

since commercial leases tend to be complicated and multi -tiered." "Brokerage houses are all over
SEO, but it has lost its luster as the

KEEP YOUR OBJECTIVE CLOSE Internet grows and becomes more
cofusing," said Hilary Becker, CPM,

One important advance in website maintenance is making the site friendly CEO of Becker Realty Services, Lyn -

to hand-held devices, which are more likely nowadays to be used for Web brook, N.Y. "SEO might attract lots

searches. of lukewarm leads. Also, younger
"You want to move information into mobile apps, with real-time pricing buyers are doing a lot of browsing

and availability, so a visitor can go to the screen, go through all the proce- from their cell phones now, so if
dures, and be accepted into the community without ever talking to a leasing you're going to embark on an SEO

agent:' Mullin said. "In two or three years, this should be industry standard?' program, you have to gear it to cell

The cost, Mullin said, will vary depending on how comprehensive a sys- phones. You can burn a hole in your

tern is required. The range might be from $250 to $600 per month, per prop- pocket pretty fast, to not very good
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effect, if you're not careful how you place your internet marketing buys." '

What a property manager spends on a website, in terms of both time and
money, will depend on the objective, Becker said. Even though he's skeptical
about the likelihood of attracting tenants to it.

'Are you trying to generate new property management accounts?" he
asked. "I doubt you'll do that through SEQ. If you have a property you're
managing, you could set up a website through which tenants could pay rent,
where they could find out when the trash will be collected or the agenda for
the next board meeting. But you have to make sure that whoever is providing
these services has the most current and highest level of security available. If
there's a problem with security you can forget about getting tenants to sign
onto your website with any sensitive information."

BUILDING YOUR ONLINE COMMUNITY:
MAKE IT MEANINGFUL
Whether working through a vendor or handling the portal in-house, multi-
family owners are including information such as local events calendars; the
ability to make online reservations for community areas such as game rooms;
a guest book feature where residents can list visitors to be allowed into the
building; and various newsletters and announcements. Package tracking, and
notification service when parcels arrive at the front office, are particularly
useful in high-rise buildings.

"[Property Managers] can take this even further by engaging residents in
the process of building their online communities," he said. "They can adver-
tise property events and club meetings. The people who live in a community
are better suited than the property owner to understand what will interest
their neighbors."

Angela Mettler, a director at CBRE (based in Newport Beach, Calif.), said
the cost of Web maintenance can vary tremendously. She noted that most
providers offer a base package at a monthly fee, then add certain features or
modules, based on square footage-much as an automobile manufacturer
might offer different trim levels of the same car.

"You'll pay for a base package," she said, "and you might pay for a mar-
keting team, for extra graphics and so on. Some providers have a standard
brand/template; others have exotic branded sites.

"Websites used to be used to streamline the building's processes, to help
the manager save time. But now they're used to help the manager have more
meaningful interaction with tenants. Tenants will use them to track insur-
ance claims and work orders, or to book a conference room. The manager
will send out automated notifications to tenants, as well as announcements
of special events-and tenants and managers can go to the site and grab any
document they need:'

A multi -tenanted building needs some Web presence for marketing pur-
poses, Mettler said. SEQ is useful for making the building pop up at the top
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"Websites used to be used to streamline
to help the save time.

the building's
But now they'reprocesses, manager

used to help the manager have more meanifUI interaction

-Angela Mettler, a director at CBRE (Newport Beach, Calif.)

of the list in the case of non-specific searches, especially if the building has a tegic that I don't want to do. May -

name similar to some other name, be residential brokers would have

"Even more useful is Page Redirect:' she said. "Many websites will have a more use for it, or anyone with a

random page come up, as the result of a search, and they'll want to redirect consumer service to sell.

you to a main page. If you roll out the website and keep it maintained with "The key to an effective website

relevant information, it will naturally come up in a search. SEQ and Page Re- is keeping it current so if you iden-

direct setup is typically billed per hour, and usually takes two or three hours: tify a market trend, you can put out

it's not terribly tricky:' more content to address that trend

Today, said Mettler, it's increasingly important for a large residential build- while it's relevant. Search engines

ing to have its own app, especially if the building contains significant retail, look for recent material, so 'old' can

Geo-fencing, by which people in the vicinity of a retailer can be alerted to a be a week old, or three days old:'

special promotion or other news, is becoming a critical part of the mix. So is Stein said that he can tell how

Way-finding-by which a large commercial development can guide the user many views each page gets on his

to a restroom, another office in the building, an elevator or a security office. website, and he's struck by how
many people look at the descrip-

MAINTAINING YOUR WEBSITE: tions of the people who work in his

KEEP IT CURRENT office.
"Put your pictures and bios out

Building managers typically appoint someone on the brokerage side, or there:' he said. "The people behind

someone with a marketing background, to update and maintain the build- the business attract people. Most

ing's website, said Mettler. A website that isn't updated frequently will attract consumers use the Web as the first

far fewer visitors than one that is.
place to check a referral, so the

Matt Arbogast, founder of Leadtooth, the marketing company that does website needs to exist, be informa-

most of the Web development for Draper and Kramer (Chicago), said that tive, and above all, to talk about the

the usefulness of SEQ varies greatly according to type and location of prop- people.

erty, and what the competition is doing. Tenants and prospective tenants
"Make your website look pro -

tend to use a building's website to check availability-the floorplans are typi-
fessional; give it a consistent look

cally the first stop on the visit-and to pay rent.
and feel that's attractive. If you're

"For the Chicago area, anyway, best practices are pretty standard:' he said,
a smaller vendor like me, having

"The huge push is for mobile -friendly and moble-responsive sites. We can
a good-looking professional web -

provide an optimized view of your site on phones, tablets, ipads and so on.
site is a great way to say something

We can track people who contact us from a mobile device now, and it helps
about the quality of your organiza-

us to see how popular mobile access is.
tion. If it looks like my high-school

"Integration with social media-especially Facebook-is another impor-
kid did it, it's telling the world
something I don't want to tell it.

tant piece. It can make your site more of a back -and -forth experience. Face- Your website should be the first
book is good for letting residents know about what's going dn at the proper- place you spend money."
ties:'

Joshua Stein, sole principal of Joshua Stein PLLC, a boutique commercial
real estate practice in New York City, suggests that while some real estate JOSEPH DOBRIAN IS A CONTRIBUTING

professionals-such as brokers-might want to spend their resources on
WRITER FOR JPAP. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE

SEQ. but he doubts its usefulness to managers. OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER

"I try to have a substantive website with good content on it." he said. "It'll
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JP,
PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT

be indexed, and people will find it or they won't. SEQ is a way of being stra- MTOSCAS!REM.ORG.
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So Let's Talk the Talk...

September is REM® Ethics Awareness
Month!

The IREM® Code of Professional
Ethics is a cornerstone of everything
we do. Owners, employers and clients
know that REM® Members are bound
by this strictly enforced code, giving
members credibility and trust that the
competition just doesn't have, As we
celebrate IREM's 80th anniversary, we
also celebrate the ethical and honorable
quality of our members.

Be proud of your professional ethics.
Be proud to be an IREM Member.

IREM Institute of Real Estate Management

This new IREM White Paper series focuses
on how leadership development can help
real estate managers manage people and
relationships, and provide direction to help
their teams achieve goals.

The first two publications in this series are
available now:

 The Real Estate Management Professional
Leadership Competency Model

 Effective Communications

 Building Teams

 Critical Thinking

Download your copies today and watch for
future installments.

THE IREM® LEADERSHIP

WHITE PAPER SERIES

LEARN ABOUT:

 The essential differences between a manager and a leader

 Emotional intelligence (EQ) vs. 10

 Communication barriers to avoid

 Working collaboratively with others in finding solutions to
complex problems.

 and much more...

www.irembooks.org FREE FOR IREM® MEMBERS!
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Propert Marketing Strategies for the Next Generation
By Esther Bonardi, Industry Principal, Yardi Marketing Suite

Agrowing percentage of rent-
ers are under the age of 35,
and research shows that this

demographic continues to grow.
What differentiates this genera-
tion from others is the expectation
of doing business electronically-
which translates to convenience,
speed and flexible business hours.

Embrace this trend as a wakeup
call to reexamine your property
marketing. Here are a few strategies
to appeal to this emerging group.

Be Online
Your prospects and residents should
be able to easily find your property
online, navigate an aesthetically ap-
pealing, clean and modern website,
have access to in-depth photo tours
and communicate with leasing
agents via e-mail. Extend your on-
line services to include lease appli-
cation, resident self -screening and
renters insurance.

Equally important are the online
services you provide to residents:
online rent payments and electron-
ic communication for maintenance
requests, general property notifica-
tions and community events.

Be Social
You've heard about the importance
of social media-over and over. In
fact, chances are that over 80 per-
cent of your residents have a Face -
book account. Similarly, you may
have residents who use other social
media outlets such as Twitter or
Pinterest, among others.

Developing connections on so-
cial networks can go a long way
toward fostering positive relation-

ships on your property, and this
is particularly important to this
emerging group of renters. Create
conversations with your residents,
encourage them to share how much
they love living in their apartment
and show them how much you ap-
preciate them.

Look for ways to deliver real leas-
ing and resident services via social
media channels. This includes leas-
ing information such as ratings and
reviews and resident services such
as maintenance requests and rent
payments. The old advertising say-
ing, "go where the eyes are," applies.
Since your customer and residents
are already spending time on social
sites, you should find ways to inter-
act with them there in meaningful
ways-turning social media into
productive media.

Garner Good Reviews
Your residents have opportunities
all over the web to leave feedback
and rate your property. If you're
making an effort to connect with
your residents, you may be sur-
prised to see they will be the first
to sing your praises and speak out
against any ill -will. Using your so-
cial presence to proactively respond
to criticism is a sound business
strategy. Take the time to review
your online reputation so you can
identify any issues and address
them early.

Be Mobile
There is a growing expectation
for services to go mobile. As such,
more and more property man-
agement companies are accom-

modating this new mobile world
through apps that allow prospects
to perform property searches, make
online payments and share their
experiences about a property via
social media. This trend is not just
confined to prospects and residents;
leasing agents now have more flex-
ibility than ever to conduct business
from a mobile device.

Be Relevant
When was the last time you re-
viewed your marketing content to
see how well it targets your online
audience? Have you mentioned lo-
cal landmarks or businesses that are
near your community? Be sure to
take into account how your online
audience searches for your prop-
erties. Public transportation, great
shopping centers and bike trails
are all selling points. Be sure your
property descriptions include more
than just a physical description of
the property. Location matters.

Get Started
Staying current with the latest tech-
nology trends are important as de-
mographics evolve, but don't forget
the human element. Are you using a
voice that connects with your audi-
ence? Be part of and encourage that
conversation, create opportunities
for sharing and build relationships.
In the long run, you'll retain happi-
er residents and build a community
that people are proud to call home.

ESTHER BONARDI
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YARDI.COM) IS INDUSTRY
PRINCIPAL OF MARKETING
SOLUTIONS AT YAROI.
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By Esther Bonardi, Industry Principal, Yardi Marketing Suite
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YARDI Multifamily Solution
One solution with mobility for your multifamily business:

>> Property Management
>> Financial Accounting
>> Revenue Management
>> Resident Screening
>> Renters Insurance
)) Utility Billing
>> Procure to Pay

>> Social Media Marketing
>> Reputation Management
>) Lead Tracking
>> Online Leasing
>> Online Resident Services
>> Leasing Pad
>> Business Intelligence

Enjoy the benefits of a single solution to manage your entire
organization starting with the Yardi Voyager'TM property management
and accounting platform. Extend your Yardi footprint with smart
additions from the Yardi Marketing SuiteTM and Yardi Multifamily SuiteTM
for a truly end -to -end solution.

To learn more, call 800.866.1144
or visit www.yardi.com/multifamily
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IREM Institute of Real Estate_Management

IREM® celebrates 80 years of lighting the lamp for
the real estate mangement industry; serving our
members, setting best practices, and bettering the
places where we all live, work and shop. Join us in
taking a look back through the IREM® Era...

1933 - The Institute of
Real Estate Management

IREIVI is founded in Chicago.

1948 - The Frisbee

11933 - Construction 1945 - The AMO®
is invented.

begins on the Golden accreditation

Gate Bridge is created.
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2001 - The Twin Towers of the World
Trade Center are destroyed in a terrorist
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2011 - REM launches
the Journal of Property
Management (JPiVi)
in digital format.

2006 -The ACoM

certification is created.
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 Learn more about ARTICLE 10: COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND
REGULATIONS from the IREM Code of Professional Ethics [p.66].
 What is THE CYCLE OF GIVING? [p.67].  CONGRATULATIONS
to the new CPM Members [p.68]. . Have you registered for your
courses? See COURSE LISTINGS for Sep/Oct [p.70].. Take a trip
back to 1934 in BLAST FROM THE PAST [p.72].

REM MEMBERS ENJOY A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO JPM.
NOT AN REM MEMBER? JOIN TODAY AT IREM.ORG/JQINJREM.
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IREM insider I KNOW YOUR CODE

IREM CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

Article 1 0-Compliance With
Laws and Regulations
Maleta J. Brown, CPM

A rticle 10 of the IREM Code of Proftssional Ethics is arguably the most with, or do not have a thorough
Aclear-cut Article of the fourteen that we, as IREM Members, pledge to knowledge or understanding of
uphold. This article addresses issues of compliance with the law in con- the subject matter, that you can

junction with the management of real estate. Article 10 states, "A member use as resources when needed.

shall at all times conduct business and personal activities with knowledge of Expect-constantly stay on top
and in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations:' It is our duty to of real estate issues that have the

know, adhere to and stay current with laws and regulations that govern the potential to become legislative
management of the assets that are entrusted to us by our owners and compa- issues and be ready to act as cir-

flies. To the degree that we as managers do not meet these obligations, we fail cumstances may dictate.

our clients and we fail to uphold the pledge that we have taken as members As members of IREM, we are
of the Institute. It brings to mind a favorite saying of my grandmothers that fortunate to have fellow members

I have heard her apply to many situations over the years: "That's just wrong!" that we can often call on to assist in

In the United States, there is a wide variety of Federal laws that govern expanding our knowledge of laws,

general aspects of real estate management such as showing, leasing, main- fill the gaps in our knowledge or at

taming and even proper documentation of adherence to federal laws. The the very least point us in the right

first laws that most likely come to the forefront of your thoughts are laws that direction.

govern property features that relate to the Americans with Disabilities Act Not to be ignored or minimized,

(ADA). However, there are abundantly more Federal laws that are applicable but somewhat simpler and fairly

to the actual operations of managing properties. In fact, real property that is straight forward, the second part

owned by the Federal government, occupied by Federal tenants or recipients of Article 10 requires IREM mem-

of Federal funds is bound to follow an additional set of regulations. bers to also conduct all personal

In addition to Federal laws, states, counties and municipalities all have activities within the boundaries of

laws in place related to real property that must be adhered to as well. Own- the law. Yes, you may be found in

ers contract with and depend on the management agents to make sure that violation of the IREM Code of Pro -

their assets are in compliance and remain in compliance with these laws. fessional Conduct for violations of

Building leases, occupancy, fire protection, tenant improvements, façade law in the context of your personal

maintenance, mechanical systems, inspections and permits are some of the
life as well. If you are accused or

areas of consideration that fall within the scope of issues that we confront as
found guilty of violating Article 10,

managers on daily basis.
the three IREM Ethics Committees

Having to keep all of these various levels of laws and regulations in mind
will most likely be the least of the

can seem overwhelming-and it most definitely can be. When found in vio-
troubles that you are facing. Know
your code and know the law. In the

lation of a law, there is usually very little room for excuses, and ignorance of words of Grandma, if you don't,
the existence of a law is never a defense. However, as professional property "That's just wrong!" .
managers, we have learned how to confidently tackle this challenge. A few
tips and tools for inadvertently violating laws and regulations are: MALETA J. BROWN.

CPM, (MJBROWNØ
Education-look for workshops, seminars and classes that offer in-depth REITMR.COM) IS A

education on existing laws and changes to laws. PROPERTY MANAGER

Experts-establish a network of experts or individuals that are trained,
FOR REIT MANAGEMENT
& RESEARCH LLC IN

certified or have experience in the areas of law that you are not familiar MILWAUKEE.
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He CycLe of Giving
any philanthropists laid the

______ groundwork for a culture of
giving in the U.S. One of the
proponents of modern phi-

lanthropy was Andrew Carnegie,
a wealthy business entrepreneur.
His philanthropy included starting
agencies that would provide "lad-
ders upon which the aspiring can
rise:' What a noble concept. Today's
philanthropists include notables
such as Bill Gates and Warren Buf-
fet, who introduced The Giving
Pledge: where billionaires promise
to donate at least half their fortunes
to charity.

More and more, philanthropists
are becoming strategic in their giv-
ing. Strategic giving produces effec-
tive outcomes and lasting impacts
that create a cycle of giving that gets
passed on into perpetuity.

The IREM Foundation functions
as a philanthropic resource for the
Institute of Real Estate Manage-
ment by providing funding for gen-
eral grants, student outreach pro-
grams and industry research. The
Foundation provides scholarships
for people seeking to participate in
an advanced professional develop-
ment program to maximize their
potential and the value of the real
estate assets they manage. As a re-
sult of supplying this funding, the
Institute gains IREM Members who
value their relationship with the In-
stitute and give back to the industry.
It's this ongoing chain of events that
keeps the cycle of giving rolling for-
ward.

MEMBERS GIVE BACK:
CONTRIBUTIONS
PLANNEO GiVING

SPONSORSHIPS

MEMBERS VALUING
RELATIONSHIP:

PAY DUES
ATTEND MEETINGS
PURCHASE PUBLICATIONS

We hope we can count on every
member of the organization to help
us accomplish our goals this year.
Remember, the cycle of giving starts
with you. Your generosity is directly
linked to the success of our endeav-
ors. Every dollar is important to us
and it truly does make a difference.
No amount is too small.

As you consider your year-end
tax planning, we hope you will
make the IREM Foundation your
charity of choice. There are many
giving options available. Bequests,
gifts of life insurance and gifts of

PROVIDE:
SCHOLARSHIPS
GENERAL GRANTS
STUDENT OUTREACH
INDUSTRY RESEARCH

IRA assets provide future funds for
charitable organizations like the
IREM Foundation. You can also
make a secure outright gift of cash
quick and easily on our website at
www.iremfoundation.org. To learn
more about giving options visit the
website or contact the IREM Foun-
dation at (800) 837-0706, ext. 6008

orfoundation@irem.org.

KIMBERLY HOLMES (KHOLMESØ1REM.
ORG) IS MANAGER OF THE IREM
FOUNDATION IN CHICAGO. TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT THE REM FOUNDATION.
VISIT WWW.IREMFOUNDATION.ORG.

irem.org/jpm I jpiii I 67
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 June
Ju Yeon Baek, CPM
Mike S. Boehm, CPM
Bonnie H. Brown, CPM
Jungsun Cho, CPM
Kyung Won Choi, CPM
Jaeseong Choi, CPM
Wayne A. Courreges, CPM
Jake G. Durtschi, CPM
Mm Gu, CPM
Sergey A. Gvamichava, CPM

 ,July.

Dominick Alicastro, CPM
Jessie L. Baker, CPM
Rebecca K. Buchanan, CPM
Diane B. Chastain, CPM
Michael A. Cirillo, CPM
Jaima L. Coleman, CPM
Alex V. Comana, CPM
Devin B. Creurer, CPM
Renee D. Fender, CPM
Buffie E. Gold, CPM
Richard W. Greninger, CPM
Denise Y. Haggard, CPM

CERTIFIED

ft'l PROPERTY

L_Wii MANAGER

Debbie L. Harms, CPM
Seok Soon Hwang, CPM
Yasushi Ida, CPM
Sang-Hyun Jung, CPM
Liya Kamaletdinova, CPM
Sandra M. Kamrath, CPM
Wan Hee Kang, CPM
Anne L. Kilcoyne, CPM
Cheryl K. Linares -Wallace, CPM
Todd 0. Locker, CPM, ARM
Edgar Lopez, CPM

Alejandro A. Haiek, CPM
Beverly A. Jamison, CPM
Matthew Kent, CPM
Robert J. King, CPM
Raelyn M. Kruitbosch, CPM
Rosemary G. Lynch, CPM
Roman Maksimenko, CPM
Brian B. Matwijecky, CPM, ARM
Erica L. Metzger, CPM
Corey T. Myers, CPM
Amy L. Natoli, CPM
Dennis J. Notaro, CPM
Ryan R. Nothnagel, CPM

Victoria M. Lowry, CPM
Seo Joon Moon, CPM
Jennifer C. Moran, CPM
Jung In Park, CPM
Konstantin Pyresev, CPM
Mark C. Rhodes, CPM
James A. Ryffel, CPM
Dong Hoon Shin, CPM
Larry R. Slough, CPM
Valerii Vinogradov, CPM
Margaret D. Williams, CPM

Issei Onuki, CPM
Olena Polender, CPM
Mike E. Reyna, CPM
William A. Sheridan, CPM
Sherry S. Silva, CPM, ARM
Toby L. Spinelli, CPM
Sheila M. Stulak, CPM, ARM
Jonathan A. Stup, CPM
Michelle M. Talbot, CPM
Gloria R. Tillery, CPM
Scott M. Triemstra, CPM
Tina M. Waggoner, CPM
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ON TiIj1jAD /A I THEM insider

ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS

SEPTEMBE/ TOBER LEAfIERSHIP VISITS

September '4 -12
Poland Chapter Visit & ProEstate
Location: Warsaw, Poland & Moscow, Russia
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President;

Nancye Kirk, Vice President, Global Services
& Chief Strategy Officer; Leah Misbin, Senior
Manager, International Programs

September 13-??
SECOVI - RIO and SECOVI - SP
Location: Rio de Janeiro and Sao Palo, Brazil
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President;

Russell Salzman, Executive Vice President and
CEO

September 19
East Tennessee No. 57
Location: Knoxville, Tenn.
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President-

elect

September 24
Greater Phoenix No. 47
Location: Phoenix
Visiting Leader: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President

September 25
California Central Coast No. 102
Location: Santa Barbara, Calif.
Visiting Leader: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President

October 2-9
ExpoReal
Location: Munich
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM,

AD INDEX
Advertiser
ASI Group / Catalyst Marketing
BOMA Publications
Behr Pro1
Fiserve Inc.
Greenbuild
Impressions
REM Books
REM Ethics Awareness Month
REM Executive Edge
IREM Income/Expense Analysis Reports
IREM Legislative White Paper
IREM The New IREM.org
IREM White Paper
Rent Manager / London Computer Systems
Salsbury Industries
The Chamberlain Group
Union Bank

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing IREM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

Iii Isident; Nancye Kirk, Vice President, Global
Services & Chief Strategy Officer

October 9-10
CBRE Americas Summit
Location: Las Vegas
Visiting Leaders: Russell Salzman, Executive Vice

President and CEO

October 15-19
IREM Fall Leadership Conference
Location: Scottsdale, Ariz.

October 22-31
CGAI
Location: Chile
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President;

Nancye Kirk, Vice President, Global Services &
Chief Strategy Officer

October 24
Milwaukee No. 13
Location: Milwaukee
Visiting Leader: Lori Burger, CPM, Secretary!

Treasurer

October 24-27
SIOR Fall Convention
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leader: Russell Salzman, Executive Vice

President & CEO

Website Page
wwwasigroup.us 21

www.storeboma.org 33
www.behrpro.com/qrjpm 15

www.fiserve.com 23
www.Greenbui1dExpo.org 64
www.nationa1grid.com 13

www.irembooks.org 47
www.facebook.com/instifufeofrea1estafemanagement 59
www.irem.org/ExecutiveEdge C4
www.1rem.org/1ncomeExpense 25
www.irem.org 27
www.irem.org 21

www.irembooks.org 59
www.RentManager.com 1

www.mailboxes.com 27
www.LijtMaster.com C2
www. unionbank. com/realest ate treasury 27

rem.org/jpm
I

jpuT I 69
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 SEPTEMBER
ASM6O3 September 9-10 Annapolis Junction, Md.
MPSAXM September 9-12 New York, N.Y.

RES2O1 September 9-14 Albuquerque, N.M.
ETH800 September 10 Austin, Texas
ASM6O4 September 11-12 Annapolis Junction, Md.

ETH800 September 11 Milwaukee
F1N402 September 11-12 Rochester, N.Y.

RES2O1 September 11-20 Delanco, N.J.

ASM6O5 September 13 Annapolis Junction, Md.

CPMOO1 September 13 New York

ETH800 September 13 Kirkland, Wash.

ASM6O3 September 16-17 Dublin, Ohio
ASM6O3 September 16-17 San Francisco
MKL4O6 September 16-17 Houston
MPSAXM September 16-19 Memphis, Tenn.

RES2O1 September 16-21 Minneapolis
ASM6O3 September 16-17 Marietta, Ga.

MKL4O6 September 17-18 Los Angeles
ASM6O4 September 18-19 Dublin, Ohio
ASM6O4 September 18-19 San Francisco
HRS4O2 September 18-19 Houston
RES2O1 September 18-27 Braintree, Mass.

ASM6O4 September 18-19 Marietta, Ga.

HRS4O2 September 19-20 Los Angeles
HRS4O2 September 19-20 Southfietd, Mich.

ASM6O5 September 20 Dublin, Ohio
ASM6O5 September 20 San Francisco
CPMOO1 September 20 Memphis, Tenn.

ASM6O5 September 20 Marietta, Ga.

ASM6O3 September 23-24 Omaha, Neb.

ASM6O3 September 23-24 San Diego
MPSAXM September 23-26 Charlotte, N.C.
MPSAXM September 23-26 Englewood, Cob.
RES2O1 September 23-28 Mobile, Ala.
ETH800 September 24 Mayfield Heights, Ohio
F1N402 September 24-25 Minneapolis
MNT4O2 September 24-25 Pittsburgh
ASM6O4 September 25-26 Omaha, Neb.

A5M604 September 25-26 San Diego
ETH800 September 25 Oak Brook, Ill.
ASM6O5 September 27 Omaha, Neb.

ASM6O5 September 27 San Diego
CPMOO1 September 27 Charlotte, N.C.
CPMOO1 September 27 Englewood, Cob.
ETH800 September 27 Salt Lake City

MPSAXM Sep. 30 -Oct. 3 New Orleans

IREM ALSO OFFERS COURSL INTERNATIONALLY
IN CANADA, BULGARIA. BRAZIL, JAPAN, RUSSIA,
POLAND AND S. KOREA. TO FIND THE SCHEDULE
FOR THFSE COIJRSES, VISIT WWW.IREM.ORG/

EVENTSCHEDULE. CFM.

 OCTOBER
ETH800 October 3 Oldsmar, Fla.

CPMOO1 October 4 New Orleans

ASM6O3 October 7-8 Portland, Ore.

MPSAXM October 7-10 St. Louis

ETH800 October 8 Memphis, Tenn.

ASM6O4 October 9-10 Portland, Ore.

ETH800 October 10 San Antonio

ASM6O5 October 11 Portland, Ore.

CPMOO1 October 11 St. Louis

ASM6O3 October 21-22 Minneapolis

FIN4O2 October 21-22 Century City, Calif.

MKL4O6 October 21-22 Sacramento, Calif.

MNT4O2 October 21-22 Columbia, S.C.

MPSAXM October 21-24 Addison, Texas

MPSAXM October 21-24 Orange, Calif.

ETH800 October 22 New York

ASM6O4 October 23-24 Minneapolis

ETH800 October 23 Columbia, S.C.

HRS4O2 October 23-24 Sacramento, Calif.

MKL4O5 October 23-24 Milwaukee

MNT4O2 October 23-24 Century City, Calif.

RES2O1 October 23-30 Boise, Idaho

ASM6O5 October 25 Minneapolis

CPMOO1 October 25 Addison, Texas

CPMOO1 October 25 Orange, Calif.

ETH800 October 25 Nashville, Tenn.

ETH800 October 26 Addison, Texas

ETH800 October 28 Glen Allen, Va.

MPSAXM October 28-31 Oak Brook, Ill.

COURSE CODES KEY
ARMEXM II ARM Certification Exam
ASM6O3 // Investment Real Estate Financing and \'aluation - Part One
ASM6O4 I/Investment Real Estate Financing and \'aluation - Part 'Iwo
ASM6O5 //Investment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part lhree
BDM6OI /1 Maximizing Profit: Growth Strategies k)r Real Estate

Management Companies
CPMEXM II CPM Certification Exam
CPMOOI Ii CPM Certification Exam Preparation Seminar
ETH800 II Ethics for the Real Estate Manager
F1N402 1/Investment Real Estate: Financial 'lbols
HCPEXM 1/ HCCP Exam
FIRS4O2 //leadership and Human Resource Essentials
LTC4OI 1/ Housing Credits: Compliance Challenges and Solutions
MKL4O4 1/ Marketing and Leasing: Retail Properties
MKL4O5 1/ Marketing and Leasing: Multifamily Properties
MKIAO6 II Marketing and l.easing: Office Buiklings
MNT4O2 II Managing the Physical Asset
MPSAXM /1 Management Plan Skills Assessment
RES2OI 1/ Successful Site Management

FOR THE MOST UPTODATF COURSE
LISTINGS, PLEASE VISIT
WWW.IREM.ORG/EDUCAT/ON. k

70 I JPIlI I
Sep.Oct 2013
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Robert Toothaker, CPM, has begun his much deserved retirement ear- The Metropolitan Artist Loft
her this year. Following an illustrious career in real estate that spanned 35+ Apartments in St. Louis, Mo.,
years, Bob has decided that the time has come to spend more time with managed by Dominium Manage -
family, friends and leisure pursuits. Bob began his career in the RV indus- ment Services, Inc., AMO, a lead -
try, leaving that industry in 1978 to begin building the foundation of Real ing apartment development and
Estate Management Corporation. Under his leadership, the company (now Management company based in
known as Bradley Company) grew into the largest third -party management Plymouth, Minn is a recipient of a
and brokerage firm in Northern Indiana and Southwest Michigan. 2013 Most Enhanced Award from

Brad Toothaker, Bob>s son, purchased the business in 2003 assuming the the Landmarks Association of St.
role of President and CEO, with Bob serving as Chairman of the organiza- Louis.
tion through 2012. Originally built in 1908, the Met -

Bob has provided a continuity of leadership, involvement, and guidance ropolitan Building is located in the
for many different community and professional organizations. Among the heart of the Grand Center Arts Dis-
list of community organizations Bob was involved with include; the North- trict in St. Louis. The historical gem
em Indiana Historical Society and Foundation, the Studebaker National stood vacant and unoccupied for
Museum and Foundation, the South Bend Symphony, The Business Devel- years until Dominium undertook a
opment Corporation and the South Bend Housing Authority. On the na- $20 million renovation to turn the
tional and international level, Bob provided leadership for the Institute of Metropolitan into affordable hous-
Real Estate Management (IREM), the IREM Foundation, the National As- ing for artists. Opened in Novem-
sociation of Realtors, the Open Standards Consortium for Real Estate (OS- ber 2012, the building provides 72
CRE) and the Real Estate Standards Organization (RESO), to name a few. He one and two bedroom apartments
has done so with honor, integrity and boundless energy making a positive as well as studios for painters,
impact on many people in our community, over his long career. sculptors and clay artists as well as

Throughout his career, Bob distinguished himself in terms of commit- sound studios and a dance studio.
ment, dedication and sacrifices by assuming leadership roles without seek-
ing a high profile, achieving real results in multiple sustained efforts that Elizabeth (Beth) Machen, CPM,
promoted the interests of the organizations he has served and the commu- LEED AP, has been selected as a
nity as a whole. Real Estate Forum's Woman of In-

fluence. She will be featured in the
in their July/August, 20th Anni-

D 0 Y 0 U H A V E A S T 0 R V T 0 S H A R E? versary Special Edition of Women- - --- - - - of Influence, which is dedicated to
S C A N I H E Q R C 0 D E honoring women's achievement in
B E L 0 W I 0 S U B M I I the commercial real estate industry.
Y 0 U R S 1 0 R Y 0 R V I S I I Selected are a number of senior-

S _____ level executives who have become
I .

i'':1 www.irem.
legends in their own right-that is,

'!

Lj
pioneers who have helped to bring

org/topt his!-.-- I
women's activities in the industry
to the forefront. Undoubtedly, Beth
is one of those women

rem.orgljpm
I
jpni

I
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IREM th1er1RLAST FJ{OM THEJL

The JouRtj of

Reel Estate Managemt

EDITORIAL
IN THIS ISSIJL - ,

-
'.4

I\AANy years ago in the back of the average real estate
office there was a be -papered dusty desk. If you asked any
of the prosperous looking men in the front of the office whose

JPM'(FormerlyJourna/ of Real desk it was they would say: ''That belongs to our 'rent man'
Estate management) and collector. He comes in now and then."
June 1934, Vol. 1 No. 1

The Public as a A change has come over real estate offices in these later

whole remembers years. The old time "rent man s no longer there but has

"rent
been replaced by able, forward -looking men known as "Prop -the old time erty Managers." They have become the saviours of the pros.

man" and when perous-Iooking men who once regarded them as menials.
you, as a Property

Manager, tell them of The public as a whole remembers the old time "rent man"
your business, they and when you, as a Property Manager, tell them of your busi-
conjure up a picture ness, they conjure up a picture of the old bicycle -riding rent
of the old bicycle- collector.

riding rent collector.
In prosecuting to the best of our abilities the Gargantuan

tasks which confront the modern Property Manager, each one
of us must be a one-man publicity staff for the profession of
real estate management. Few other pursuits call for such
rounded and well proportioned abilities no other vocation
requires more basic knowledge, diplomacy and business sense.

In working for the progress of "The Institute of Real
Estate Management" let us at the same time acquaint the
public with the size and importance of the enterprises en-
trusted to Property Managers.

Howard E. Haynie

'72
REM President (1934-35)

irui Qt
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you, as a Property

Manager, tell them of The public as a whole remembers the old time "rent man"
your business, they and when you, as a Property Manager, tell them of your busi-
conjure up a picture ness, they conjure up a picture of the old bicycle -riding rent
of the old bicycle- collector.

riding rent collector.
In prosecuting to the best of our abilities the Gargantuan

tasks which confront the modern Property Manager, each one
of us must be a one-man publicity staff for the profession of
real estate management. Few other pursuits call for such
rounded and well proportioned abilities no other vocation
requires more basic knowledge, diplomacy and business sense.

In working for the progress of "The Institute of Real
Estate Management" let us at the same time acquaint the
public with the size and importance of the enterprises en-
trusted to Property Managers.

Howard E. Haynie

'72
REM President (1934-35)
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Come for ree days. Learn for a lifetime.
The Executive Edge is a three-day education and networking
event for real estate management professionals. There's no
better opportunity this year to learn marketable new skills,
make new contacts, gain new business opportunities, and
make yourself irreplaceable to owners and employers.

The Executive Edge program is tailor-made for real estate
managers, and is built on the five key content areas you
need to learn to get ahead:

Asset Management
Building Operation
Attracting Talent
Leadership Development
Sustainable, Profitable Management of the Company

Three days in the beautiful Sonoran desert are all you need
to give your career a turbo boost.

Want the full Leadership Experience?

Register for the full IREM'' Fall Leadership Conference
at www.irem.org/IFLC for five full days of education,
networking, governance, and leadership best practices.

We can't wait to see you in Scottsdale.

DISCOUNTED REGISTRATION ENDS SEPTEMBER 15TH!
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YARDI Commercial Suite'
Yardi Voyager delivers a smarter approach

to property management as part of this single

platform supporting the entire real estate lifecycle.

Enable managers to maximize NOl, drive asset

value for owners and provide the best customer

service to tenants and their employees.

Smarter Solutions
fnr P laces That Matter

YARDI Orion for Business Intelligence
Combine operational and financial data to achieve a 360 -degree
view into your business for unprecedented insight

YARDI Advanced Budgeting & Forecasting
Make quick, highly accurate projections and forecasts to
help maximize profitability across your entire portfolio

YARDI Commercial CRM
Shorten leasing lifecycles and deliver increased operational
efficiency in work practices to drive revenue enhancement

YARDI Procure to Pay
Improve efficiency, cost savings and spend control by
automating your entire procurement and payable process

COMM ERCIALCafé
Dynamic online property marketing and self-service
portals that enhance customer service

To learn more, Call 800.866.1144 or visit www.yardi.com/commercial YARDI
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